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Ossining’s Kaja Gam Design and KGHome
Expands Office
OSSINING, NY—Kaja Gam Design, Inc. &
KGHome, an interior design and custom remodeling firm located in Ossining, moved from its
former location at 125 Main St. to the second
floor of 127 Main St. on Sept. 1. The space at
127 Main was formerly home to architect Roger
Pellaton, who left his mark on the lower Hudson
Valley area for decades with his many public
designs.
“After eight years, the space at 125 Main
St. just got too tight and we were bursting at the
seams with architectural drawings, samples, fabric
rolls, etc.,” says Gam. “We needed a larger space to
meet the needs of our existing clients as well as our
rapidly expanding client roster. We will now have
dedicated space for project research, a conference
room for client consultations and more desk space
for our design team.”
Joining the firm in its new location is Susan
M. Riordan A.I.A., who in addition to her own
busy practice, will function as Kaja Gam Design
and KGHome’s in-house architect. “By joining
forces with Susan, we will be able to expand
our already established design-build studio and
service our current and future clients better,” says
Gam.
Kaja Gam Design and KGHome services
include interior green design (from one room to an
entire home), custom design cabinetry and furniture, period correct renovation and restoration,
design consultancy and project management. Ken
Skalski, Head of KGHome Construction, is certified as a Single and Multifamily Building Analyst

By JOHN F. McMULLEN

As we watch so many jobs at every
level disappear as robots and “bots”
(software robots) replace humans,
we must wonder “where will all the
new jobs come from?” For years, we
have been told that the “industrial revolution” has
been replaced by the “information revolution” and,
while we no longer “make” things, the voluminous
amount of information growing geometrically
requires processing, analysis, and decision-making.
Such work seems to require greater education and,
therefore, should be more highly compensated
than production-line work in a factory. At least,
that was the standard analysis.
As Christopher Steiner points out in his
very well-written and interesting “Automate This

Associates

Multifamily

Kaja Gam
by the Association for Energy Affordability.
Kaja Gam is a member of the US Green
Building Council, International Interior Design
Association (IIDA), National Kitchen and Bath
Association (NKBA), National Association of the
Remodeling Industry (NARI), American Society
of Interior Designers (ASID), National Trust
for Historic Preservation and the Institute of
Classical Architecture and Art. Kaja is also a newly
appointed member of the Ossining Historic
Preservation Commission. Kaja Gam Design &
KGHome was awarded the Houzz community’s
“2012 Best of Remodeling” customer satisfaction
award, and the firm’s work has been featured on
HGTV and in many publications.
To learn more visit www.KajaGamDesign.com,
call 914-357-1646 or direct email inquiry to
Danielle Oswald at danielle@kajagamdesign.com

à How Algorithms Came To Rule Our World”
(Portfolio / Penguin, 2012: ISBN 978-1-59184492-1), bots have taken over many of the analysis
and decision-making functions that seemed to
require human intelligence while high-speed
computer technology has both gathered and
processed the data for the bots to work on and
allowed the results of the bot processing to be
acted on immediately (much, much faster than any
human could act).
Steiner sees hope for those who take advantage of this trend and he peoples the book with
stories of those who have taken advantage but, for
people to be successful in this technology driven
future, they must both have the proper education
and be entrepreneurial.
He writes, at the close of the book, “There will
be two large growth engines in the economy of the
next fifty years: health care and tech. The former is a
result of a system built on a shaky foundation and an
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aging U.S. population. But tech offers the
opportunity for anybody from any background to attain skills that will keep them
employed in good economies and bad ones.
For a select few willing to ignore risks and
carve their own path, technical skills and
the ability to devise innovative algorithms
can open the door to entrepreneurship and
creativity. The door is open for anybody
willing to walk through it. Being a technical whiz isn’t about scoring well on the
math and science sections of standardized
tests. It’s about practice. It’s about putting
in the time to learn processes.
“There’s going to be a lot of work in
the future for those who can write code. If
you can also conceive and compose intricate algorithms, all the better – you may
just be able to take over the world. That is,
if a bot doesn’t do it first.” (p. 220)
In the book’s introduction, Steiner
defines “algorithm” as a “list of instructions that leads its user to a particular
answer or output based on the information at hand.” This differs slightly
from the more confusing Wikipedia
definition – “an algorithm is an effective method expressed as a finite list of
well-defined instructions for calculating
a function.” Suffice to say that an algorithm is a predefined set of instructions
to solve a problem when provided with
user input.
Although we tend to associate
algorithms with computer processing,
the term existed long before computers
and is any predefined instructions for
solving a problem (Steiner uses an
example of an algorithm to be used in
determining which jacket to wear to
work in the morning – the user would
input temperature, presence of rain, presence of snow, wind speed, distance and
pace to be walked and sun or cloud cover
– this might seem to be overkill when
one could look out the window / and or
listen to a weather report but it is simply
an example.). When coded into a
computer program or iPod / Android

“app,” they become “bots,” software
robots, that will continue to work at
computer and / or telecommunications speed as long as the users keep
feeding them input.
Steiner begins the book with the
story of Thomas Peterffy, a Hungarian
refugee, who became one of the
wealthiest persons in the US based
on both his understanding of the
stock market and his ability to innovate computer technology. Peterffy
understood that actual trading price
of securities on the NASDAQ could
vary by small amounts based on
what buyers wished to pay and sellers
wished to sell at. If one could capture
this difference, called the “spread” and
execute almost simultaneous buys and
sells, one could make profits with very
little risk (Steiner gives the example of
executing a pair of 1,000 share orders
– one to buy at $19.75 and one to sell
at $20.00 – resulting in a near-riskless
$250 profit). To actually do this, the
firm would have to have continuous
monitoring of the spread, immediate
decision-making and instantaneous
executions – almost impossible for
human beings. Additionally, the firm
would have to do many, many of these
transactions daily to make reasonable
profits.
In 1987, Peterffy took advantage of his analysis and his computer
programming skills to wire together
a NASDAQ terminal with an
IBM computer. The computer was
programmed to constantly analyze
spreads and to electronically input
trades when Peterffy’s criteria was
met. This was the “first fully automated
algorithmic trading system in the world”
(p12).
When a NASDAQ inspector
found that Peterffy’s firm did not
have rooms full of humans making
decisions and entering trades but was,
rather, Peterffy and his computer, he
was ordered to “disconnect the terminal
from the IBM and enter all orders
through the keyboard typed one-by-one”

and he was given a week to comply.
Rather than go out of business,
Peterffy and engineers jury-rigged a
system where a camera was placed
near the NASDAQ terminal’s screen
and connected to the computer.
Computer routines were written to
take information from the camera
output and plug the relevant data into
Peterffy’s algorithms and determine
trades to be entered. Another wire led
from the computer to a typing robot
over the terminal keyboard and trades
were entered in that fashion. When the
NASDAQ inspector returned, he was
horrified by the contraptions but there
was no further interference. Peterffy
made $25 million in 1987 (p 17).
Steiner then takes us rapidly
through the history of algorithms from
2500 BC through Euclid’s “Elements,”
written in around 300 BC, in which
he gave us an algorithm for finding
the largest divisor of two numbers
and through Gottfied Leibniz, Isaac
Newton, Carl Friedrich Gauss,
Blaise Pascal, Jacob Bernoulli,
George Boole, Charles Babbage,
and Ada Lovelace (called the “first
programmer”) up to the present time.
In the present time, Steiner brings
us through bots pre-evaluating movie
revenues, analyzing threats for the
CIA, filling medical prescriptions,
evaluating NASA candidates and back
to Wall Street where bot-executed
trades rose from 10% of all trading in
US stock markets in 2000 to 60% in
2008.
During this time period, we saw
Stock Exchanges put in regulations to
require firms to suspend trading-bybot when there were dramatic market
down-turns (the various algorithms
seeing sell-offs by other systems would also
sell, driving markets lower).The need for
such regulation only became apparent
after down-turns happened and were
analyzed.
In this year, we saw one firm lose
upwards of $50 million due to a “bug”
(program error) in a trading algorithm.

Obviously, this problem should have
been caught while the system was
in “test mode” before “it went live.”
Program errors have happened many
times in the past causing loss of life,
waste of taxpayer money, loss of firm
profits, and minor inconveniences to
users. As we become more and more
dependent on automation, however,
such errors can be traumatic to our
economy and nation.
Businesses are racing to replace
people with automation – robots and
bots don’t get sick, ask for raises, require
benefits, or take time off. Steiner quotes
MIT professors Eric Brynjolfsson
and Andrew P. McAfee, authors of
“Race Against The Machine” as stating
that, since the end of the recession in
June 2009, corporations have spent
26% more on technology and software but haven’t raised their payrolls at
all – yet, in 2011, the S&P 500 logged
record profits of nearly $1 trillion.
Steiner points out that “in the 1920s
and 1930s, John Maynard Keynes
sounded the alarm for a new disease he
termed ‘technological unemployment,’
which happens when jobs can’t be replaced
as fast as they’re eliminated by technology.”
Steiner points to the need for

education as the key to success (as
mentioned at the beginning of this piece).
It seems to me that this well-founded
advice will be taken by only a small
sector of our population and, if I am
correct, we are in for rough times (as
will be the rest of the world). Steiner’s
well-written book identifies the challenges and should be read by many.
The collective we -- individuals, educators, and government planners – must
come up with ways to deal with these
challenges.
Creative Disruption is a
continuing series examining the
impact of constantly accelerating technology on the world around us. These
changes normally happen under our
personal radar until we find that the
world as we knew it is no more.
John F. McMullen has been involved
in technology for over 40 years and has
written about it for major publications. He may be found on Facebook
and his current non-technical writing, a
novel, “The Inwood Book” and “New &
Collected Poems by johnmac the bard” are
available on Amazon. He is a professor
at Purchase College and has previously
taught at Monroe College, Marist College,
and the New School for Social Research.

economic development

300 Plus People Attend FASNY
Public Hearing
By NANCY KING

WHITE PLAINS,
NY -- Wednesday,
September 19th, saw
a crowd of over 300
pack White Plains
City Hall for the first of two public
hearings concerning The French
American School of New York
(FASNY) and their plan to build a
new school on the grounds of the
former Ridgeway Country Club. The
school, which acquired the property
for $11 million back in 2011 is planning on constructing 7 buildings,
several athletic fields, a greenhouse and
multiple parking lots on 45 acres. The
$60 million project has been a topic
of hot debate with those neighbors
residing near the Gedney Farms and
Ridgeway section of the city.
Gedney Association President
Terrence Guerriere implored the
White Plains Common Council not
to vote for the project citing: “This
application is about a developer who
wants to build an educational facility
in the midst of homes”. Guerriere was

also quick to remind the Common
Council that as a school, FASNY
would be exempt from paying property taxes to the City of White Plains.
City residents Patrick and Ellen Lee
argued that the residential roads that
lead to the former golf club are unable
to support the traffic that is expected
once the school is in full swing. The
Lee’s also brought up the plan to use
the remaining 84 acres as a “greens to
green” nature conservancy. According
to FASNY, the nature conservancy
will be open to the public and will
contain natural gardens and nature
trails. However, FASNY has waffled
on the timeline of the conservancy.
Originally they stated that it would
be developed if and when the funds
were available to do so. At this week’s
meeting, a representative stated that
it would be developed simultaneously
with the construction of the school.
The property, which contains acres and
acres of marshland, also feeds into the
estuaries that feed the Mamaroneck
and Sheldrake Rivers which empty
Continued on page 5
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300 Plus People Attend FASNY Public Hearing
Continued from page 4

just a couple of miles down the road
in Mamaroneck. Mamaroneck, which
has a long history of flooding, could
potentially face catastrophic flooding if
this project goes forward.
When it came time for the representatives from FASNY to speak,
there were lots of icy stares and head
shaking. President of FASNY’s board
of trustees, Mischa Zabotin called
their proposal “the best and most
realistic use for the property”. He also
added that FASNY feels, “This is a
vibrant and multi-faceted city that we
would be proud to call home”. He even
mentioned that FASNY spokesperson
Geoff Thompson was in possession
of two petitions that had over 3,000
signatures in support of the project.
After some questioning, it was revealed
that many of those signatures came
from individuals who don’t reside in
White Plains.
Interestingly enough there are
some residents who support the
FASNY project. 16 residents from
the Gedney Farms area of the city did
sign and present a letter of support. As

expected, this letter has furthered the
rift among neighbors who support the
project and those who do not. Judging
by the lawn signs that have cropped up
all over the south end of White Plains,
be it for or against, this project has
divided the city.
Quite frankly, the original plan,
one mayor ago, was to turn this former
country club into a state of the art
recreational facility for the residents
of White Plains. Modeled after the
Town of Eastchester’s Lake Isle facility,
it would have provided golf, tennis
and a pool to the residents of White
Plains. However, the same Gedney
Association, which is now complaining
about the French American School of
New York weren’t sold on the idea of a
municipal recreation facility. One must
wonder if they weren’t a bit afraid of
those White Plains residents and their
children, some of whom are on a lower
socioeconomic graph would have
on their property values traversing
through their somewhat tony neighborhoods on the way to the local
swimming pool.
As The Westchester Guardian
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FAULT LINES
LINES
goes to print, the city has scheduled
another public hearing on this matter.
On October 1st, residents will again
be invited to voice their opinions on
this matter. And you can be assured
the Public hearing will again be a
packed house. The Common Council
is caught truly between a rock and a
hard place on this one. In depressed
economic times, they are going to be
forced into voting for a project that
probably isn’t best suited for a residential neighborhood. And if they do vote
against the zoning change in this case,
they will take 5 other smaller pending
projects with it. Without spot zoning
on this project and the other smaller
projects, permits would require 100
to 300 foot buffers and allow only
5% of the land to be constructed
upon. Should the Common Council
go this route, it would effectively kill
the French American School of New
York’s plan. As for the residents of this
area; one can only bet they wished they
didn’t vehemently oppose that recreation plan proposed by then White
Plains Mayor Adam Bradley.
Nancy King is a freelance investigative
reporter; a resident of White Plains, New
York.

America’s Clandestine Foreign Policy
By Dr. NASEER
ALOMARI

America’s
foreign
policy has drastically changed during
President
Barack
Obama’s first administration. Rather
than appearing to lead every global
effort or intervention, it preferred
working with other global or regional
powers. An example of this strategy
was America’s well-coordinated intervention in Libya where Americans
allowed other nations to contribute,
not only money, but also strategy and
leadership.
Many countries around the world
found that approach comforting and
politicians liked the idea of playing a
role on the global stage.
This model of cooperation and
coordination with global partners was
developed in reaction to the global
disdain for unilateral actions taken
by then President George W. Bush
during the second Gulf War.
This model should be adopted

to deal with future conflicts since it
allows for realistic input from other
countries.
This cooperative model has not
worked in Syria and is less likely
to work with Iran. In both cases,
the United States is not viewed as
a neutral power because of its close
relationship with the State of Israel.
The United States had to adopt
an effective policy in Syria that is
neither unilaterally confrontational
nor overly accommodating of global
powers because of its opposition to
the removal of the Assad regime.
The only approach left is clandestine support of the Syrian opposition.
Dr. Naseer Alomari is a political analyst
whose linguistic capacity and familiarity
with different peoples in the Islamic
world, from Morocco to Indonesia,
coupled with his role as a principal in
Yonkers and an American educational
background makes him the perfect translator of events and sensibilities beyond
the Fault Lines on the ground.
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Mabel Dodge: The Power of Money, 2
To everyone’s astonishment and
amusement, she married Tony in 1923
and became Mabel Dodge Luhan.
“Lo, the poor Indian,” was Edwin
Dodge’s wry comment. Mabel had
been hesitant about the marriage,
fearing her mother would cut off
financial support.

By ROBERT SCOTT

Leasing
Croton’s
ample Finney Farm
made it easier for
Mabel Dodge to
entertain her wide
circle of friends and

guests.
Among them, Journalist Jack
Reed, her former lover, accepted her
offer of the third floor of the house as a
writing studio.
Maurice Sterne, a Russian-born
artist and sculptor, occupied a cottage
behind the house. She had met him
at a dance recital given by young
students of the Duncan school. Her
latest sexual partner, he spent his days
painting portraits of her.
Almost on a whim, she decided
to make Sterne her third husband-but first she had to get free of Edwin
Dodge, who gallantly allowed her to
charge him with desertion.
Mabel and Sterne were married
in Peekskill by a justice of the peace in
August of 1917. When he suggested a
honeymoon, she pointed out that the
lease on her city apartment at 23 Fifth
Avenue was about to expire and the
building was to be demolished. New
space had to be found.
“You go on a little honeymoon
out West, and I will stay here,” she told
him.
Sterne wrote frequent letters on
the trip, but one written from Santa
Fe in New Mexico would change the
course of her life. He urged her to
come to the Southwest and “save the
Indians, their art, their culture and
reveal it to the world.” It was a challenge Mabel could not resist.

To New Mexico

After traveling to Santa Fe and
finding it not to her liking, she was
driven to Taos, some 70 miles north,
and liked it. With a population of
about 2,000, Taos lacked electricity or
street lighting and had little to recommend it.
Mabel decided she would have to
create her own atmosphere and circle
of friends. Also, she discovered the
multistoried ancient Taos pueblo and
its Indian population, just outside of
town.
Finding a long, low, 200-year-old
adobe building on 12 acres of meadowland for sale for $1,500, she made
it the nucleus of a larger and taller

The Mabel Dodge Luhan
house in Taos is on the National
Register of Historic Houses.

three-story rambling house with a
glassed-in top floor. She also built five
guest houses on the property.
Because winters in 7,000-foothigh Taos were harsh, Mabel often
returned to New York and Croton’s
Finney Farm. Sterne preferred the
East; their marriage would last only
four years.
Attracted by Indian culture and
one Indian in particular, Antonio
Lujan, a tall, handsome, taciturn Indian
of the Tiwa tribe, Mabel Anglicized
his name to Tony Luhan.
Complicating the relationship,
he was already married. His wife,
Candelaria, a beautiful Indian woman,
would have to be persuaded to accept a
divorce arranged under tribal law.
In 1920, Mabel began a campaign
against venereal disease among the
Indians of the Taos pueblo. A Turkish
physician visiting Mabel took blood
samples in the pueblo for Wasserman
tests.
The results showed that about 12
percent of its inhabitants suffered from
syphilis, including Tony Luhan, and he
had passed the disease to Mabel.
She usually kept nothing from
her friends. This time, however, she
only told Carl Van Vetchen about
her medical problem and swore him
to secrecy. But Mabel herself was an
inveterate talker, and the word soon
got out.
The only treatment was with an
arsenical compound, Salvarsan, the
“magic bullet” discovered by Nobel
Prize-winning bacteriologist Paul
Ehrlich. Effective only if the disease
was diagnosed early, the cure involved
weekly injections over a period of eighteen months.
Mabel and Tony arranged to go
to a discreet specialist in Albuquerque.
For years after, blood samples were
sent off to a laboratory, followed by an
anxious wait for the results.

D.H. Lawrence

Her messianic intention at Taos
was the creation of a center that would
attract great artists, writers, musicians
and intellectuals to celebrate Indian
culture. Famous guests who stayed in
her Taos house included Willa Cather,
Thornton Wilder, Ansel Adams,
Georgia O’Keeffe and Leopold
Stokowski.
Perhaps her greatest catch was
British author D.H. Lawrence.
Having read his novels Sons and
Lovers and Lady Chatterley’s Lover,
she regarded him as the world’s most
powerful writer.
Mabel bombarded Lawrence
with letters and induced him to come
to Taos. He arrived with his German
wife, Frieda von Richtofen, a distant
relative of the “Red Baron” air ace, in
March of 1924.
Mabel offered Lawrence a
160-acre ranch. He declined her “too
generous” offer, but Frieda accepted it.
In return, the Lawrences presented her
with the original manuscript of Sons
and Lovers.
Throughout her life, Mabel
had been a difficult and manipulative collector of people. She was sure
Lawrence would “take my experience,
my material, my Taos, and formulate
it all into a magnificent creation.” The
clash of artistic temperaments between
Lawrence and Mabel soon evolved
into a love-hate relationship.
Lawrence decided to write his
“American book” without a collaborator. Mabel has the distinction of
being the only person known to have
caused the usually mild Lawrence to
declare himself capable of murder.
The Lawrences left New Mexico
in September of 1925 and returned to
Europe. Lawrence died in France in
1930 from complications of tuberculosis and was buried there. Mabel later
described his sojourn in her 1932 book,
Lorenzo in Taos. His widow returned
to New Mexico to live on the ranch.
Following Lawrence’s death,
Frieda took a lover, Angelo Ravagli, a

Does this decorated block of concrete at the Lawrence ranch
contain the ashes of British author D.H. Lawrence?
dapper former captain in the Italian writer E. M. Forster called, “The
bersaglieri, the light infantry identified greatest imaginative novelist of our
by the black feathers worn in their hats. generation.”
In 1935, Frieda decided that
Years later, after consuming the
Lawrence’s body should be exhumed, better part of a bottle of bourbon,
cremated in Marseilles and the ashes Ravagli made a startling confesenshrined at the ranch. She asked sion. After picking up the wooden
Ravagli to pick up Lawrence’s ashes in box containing Lawrence’s ashes in
France and bring them to Taos. When Marseilles, he feared he would face
the ashes were delivered, Frieda had problems bringing them into the
them mixed with concrete and cast United States. While on his way to
into a large block to create an immov- Genoa to board the Italian liner Conte
able monolithic memorial and keep di Savoia, he emptied the box from the
Mabel from ceremoniously scattering moving train.
them to the four winds.
Frieda had chosen “a beautiful urn”
The massive concrete block has for Lawrence’s ashes and sent it to New
the initials DHL molded into it and York City to await Ravagli’s arrival. In
green leaves and yellow flowers painted New York, he found ashes locally and
at one end by British artist Dorothy filled the urn. It was these anonymous
Brett .It sits in a small building on the ashes that Frieda incorporated into
ranch. Above it, a concrete phoenix the memorial block in New Mexico.
occupies a niche in the wall below a Ironically, Lawrence’s ashes may actusort of rose-window.
ally now be part of the roadbed of the
As a reliquary, however, the French national railways somewhere
Lawrence memorial may lack its in southern France.
purported relics—the ashes of the
Continued on page 7
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Mabel Dodge: The Power of Money, 2
Continued from page 6

Frieda and Angelo continued to
live at the ranch until her death in 1956
on her 77th birthday. She is buried
outside the chapel under a similar
concrete block. On it, he inscribed, “In

memory of twenty-five years of incomparable companionship--Angie.”

Last Days

Mabel suffered several small
strokes in the late 1950’s and
showed increasing signs of senility.

Occasionally, she even failed to recognize blanket-clad Tony. “Who’s that
Indian?” she would ask. “Get him out
of here!”
This imperious, self-promoting,
unconquerable, sometimes silly
woman died in 1962 at the age of 83.
Her willingness to experiment and
openness to ideas helped to create the

bohemia that was Greenwich Village.
Leaving an estate that had dwindled to
about $200,000, she was buried in Kit
Carson Cemetery in Taos.
Tony Luhan, who had remained
silent throughout the funeral ceremony, suddenly became voluble.
“Where’s Mabel?” he demanded as he
wandered among the mourners. “We

can’t start without Mabel.” He died
one year later.

suggesting that statins may indeed
have a hidden danger and also reduce
performance in athletes who are taking
these drugs used to lower cholesterol.
The first article, which appeared in
the American Journal of Cardiology
and titled, “The Effect of Statins on
Creatine Kinase Levels Before and After
a Marathon Run” produced results
showing that runners who were on
statins had a higher Creatine Kinase
(an enzyme, also known as CPK,
seen in the blood after muscle injury;
note that CPK levels are elevated
after a heart attack) than those who
did not. Interestingly it showed that
this disparity, with even greater CPK
release, was more substantial as the

runner’s age increased.
In a second study, published this
year, in the Archives of Internal Medicine,
the author, Beatrice Golomb found
that patients, who took statins, even
at low doses, were more likely to
complain of fatigue and lower energy
with exercise. She was specific to
mention that these complaints were
not even related to the rarer, but far
more dangerous, inflammatory condition known as rhabdomyolysis that is
associated with the use of statins. The
risk of rhabdomyolisis occurs when
the CPK elevation is so high that it
damages the filtrations system of the
kidneys leading to kidney failure and
possible death. Some of you may recall
Continued on page 8

Robert Scott is a semi-retired book
publisher and local historian. He lives in
Croton-on-Hudson, N.Y.

WHAT YOUR DOCTOR WON’T (OR CAN’T) TELL YOU

Statins and Marathons
BY EVAN S.
LEVINE, M.D.

Statins, the prescriptions drugs that
reduce your levels of
potentially harmful
particles of cholesterol, most notably
the Low Density Lipoprotien, or
LDL, (with brand names best known
as Zocor, Pravachol, Lipitor, and
Crestor) have been shown in multiple
scientific studies to reduce heart attacks
and save lives in patients with known
vascular disease and likely, albeit less
significantly, to reduce the same events
in other patients with risks of having

heart attacks.
Thousands of people, who use
statins but have much less proven
benefit in taking them, are involved in
competitive sports, vigorous exercise
programs, and even marathon and
triathlon events. With the marathon
season in full gear I thought there was
no better time to let those who take
these statin drugs know that these
important pills could also significantly increase their risk of muscle
damage, muscle enzyme elevation,
and reduce their performance in these
competitions.
The evidence for these adverse

effects seems quite compelling. These
experiments begin, as usual in laboratory animals; in this case with rats. A
team in France fed half their rats with a
usual diet and the other half a diet with
some Lipitor in it. They then had them
run on treadmills, designed for rodents,
and found that those who had the
Lipitor in their diet just couldn’t run
as much as those on a standard diet.
It seemed that rats that were fed and
ate Lipitor just tired out a lot sooner.
A provocative article by the French,
provoking memories of the movie
Ratatouille, but still just a study done
on our distant cousins, the rat.
In 2012, two published articles
appeared in peer review journals
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Statins and Marathons
Continued from page 7

the statin marketed as Baycol that
was recalled after causing a number
of deaths due to rhabdomyolisis.
In my own practice I saw a
gentleman who collapsed during
a marathon and was admitted to a
local Emergency Room where they
found his CPK levels to be almost
100 times normal; high enough
to potentially cause some kidney
damage. He got better with rehydration and is back on his statin. But in
his case I had him hold it three days
before he runs a marathon.
The major question, as I’m sure
most of you are asking and hoping to
find a reasonable answer to is what
should be done; what should you
do, if you are taking a statin and are
getting ready to compete in some
long distance event? I believe the
answer to this question should first
begin with determining your risk if
you stop taking a statin.
If you are just taking the drug
to lower your cholesterol and you
have no other risks or actual vascular
disease I would consult with your
cardiologist, or lipid specialist, and

ask them to help you make a decision. For many patients, like these,
it may be reasonable to hold their
statin for a few days before the
event; this is especially true if you’ve
had severe muscle aches in previous
events or if you find that since you
began your statin, your performance
has deteriorated.
For patients at higher risk,
or those who have actual coronary disease who compete in these
competitive events the decision is
more difficult and less clear. On one
hand, holding a statin for a few days
will have little effect on your cholesterol and seemingly cause little, if
any increased risk for a coronary
event, but there have been published
studies showing an immediate
benefit in patients given a statin in
the setting of a heart attack. One
has to wonder if stopping the drug
suddenly, in a high-risk group, doing
vigorous exercise might pose a risk.
This question was addressed by the
authors of the “Treating to New
Targets” trial; better known as the
TNT trial. The TNT investigators
showed that in stable coronary heart

disease patients, stopping statins for
a short time is safe.
My suggestion is to sit down
with a physician who understands
the risks and benefits of statins and
make an educated decision with that
doctor’s help. Besides stopping the
drug, other and perhaps less risky
approaches could be found to lower
the dose, review other drugs you are
taking that could increase the risk of
statin induced adverse effects or even
increase the drug levels. As strange as
it may seem, drinking lots of grapefruit juice can increase the blood
levels of many statins by interfering
with their metabolism. A simple
review of these interactions can be

reviewed at http://www.medicinenet.com/statins/article.htm.
Good luck to all of you and have
a safe marathon run.
This content is not intended to be a
substitute for professional medical
advice, diagnosis, or treatment. Always
seek the advice of your physician or
other qualified health provider with
any questions you may have regarding
a medical condition. Never disregard
professional medical advice or delay in
seeking it because of something you have
read herein! If you think you may have
a medical emergency, call your doctor
or 911 immediately. Dr. Levine does
not recommend or endorse any specific
tests, physicians, products, procedures,

opinions, or other information that
may be mentioned herein. Reliance on
any information provided Dr. Levine,
others mentioned or appearing herein
at the invitation of Dr. Levine, or other
visitors to this column in print or on the
Internet is solely at your own risk.
Dr. Evan S. Levine is a cardiologist
in New York and a Clinical Assistant
Professor of Medicine at Montefiore
Medical Center – Albert Einstein
College of Medicine. He does NOT
provide medical advice, diagnosis or
treatment. He is also the author of the
book “What Your Doctor Won’t (or can’t)
Tell You”. He lives in Connecticut with
his wife and children.

MOVIE REVIEW

Ed Koch Movie Reviews
By Edward I. Koch

Movie Review:
“The Master” (-)

Dodd and Quell quickly becomes one
of master and slave, and apparently all
of the cultists are near slaves of Dodd
who practices polygamy.
Scott ended his review, “It is a
movie about the lure and folly of greatness that comes as close as anything
I’ve seen recently to being a great
movie. There will be skeptics, but the
cult is already forming. Count me in.”
I disagree. The movie is pretentious, at times incomprehensible, not
particularly well-acted, and not worth
seeing.
“The Master,” Paul Thomas
Anderson’s imposing, confounding
and altogether amazing new film, is
partly concerned with the life and
work of one Lancaster Dodd, leader
of a therapeutic, quasi-religious cult
known as the Cause. Dodd’s “process,”
a stew of Freud, hypnosis and carnival
sideshow mumbo-jumbo, is based on a
kind of mental time travel.”

Movie Review: “2016:
Obama’s America” (+)

born in the United States. In fact, as I
recall, a statement is made that he was
indeed born in Hawaii. The denunciation is basically that he is at the very
least a social democrat, very common
in Europe.
Supporters of President Obama
will not change their view as a result of
seeing this interesting film.

This movie received the equivalent of
four stars in almost every New York
City newspaper. I decided to see it after
reading the opening sentences of A.O.
Scott’s review in The New York Times:
The picture is nearly incomprehensible.
I often didn’t have a clue as to what was
happening.
It takes place after World War
II. The character of “The Master,”
Lancaster Dodd (Philip Seymour
Hoffman), is allegedly modeled on
L. Ron Hubbard, the founder of
Scientology. (Hubbard died in 1986
and therefore is unable to defend
himself.) Freddie Quell (Joaquin
Phoenix), a sailor during the war, is now
an alcoholic who makes liquor from
the residues of machines. The base of
his liquor would often be wood alcohol,
which in real life would have killed him
off early on. The relationship between

This political documentary, co-directed
by Dinesh D’Souza and John Sullivan,
is extremely well-made and powerful
in terms of its attacks on President
Barack Obama.
The criticisms made are the usual
ones made in the current campaign by
those seeking to discredit the Obama
candidacy. No attempt is made to
claim that President Obama was not

Visit the Mayor at the Movies to learn
more: http://www.mayorkoch.com/.
The Honorable Edward Irving Koch

served as a member of Congress from
New York State from 1969 through
1977, and New York City as its 105th
Mayor from 1978 to 1989.
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THE SOUNDS 2012 Detroit Jazz Fest
OFBLUE “A True Jazz Festival”

sax solos from Donald Harrison who
pushed these Godfathers into the
stratosphere. Enough said; I just hope
that Harrison thinks about joining this
sumptuous and incredibly percolating
band!
There was also a tribute performance to the extremely underrated
(Detroit native) Johnnie Bassett that
was not announced, and I did not see
it. But I heard from colleagues that it
was a glorious segment, one of which
I would have enjoyed seeing. The
Mack Avenue Superband consisted
of musical director Rodney Whitaker,
plus Carl Allen, Alfredo Rodriguez,
Aaron Diehl, Cecile McLorin Salvant,
Evan Perri, Gary Burton, Kevin
Eubanks, Sean Jones and Tia Fuller,
and I was told that they concluded
their set with an inspiring homage to
the recently deceased Johnnie Bassett
who passed just a few weeks prior to
this festival.
Other related highlights included
a (festival sponsored) trip to the
Motown Museum, a must see if you
visit the Motor City. Plus there were
“jazz talk” sessions in the Chrysler tent
that also included Bob Porter talking
about “The Forgotten Man of Bebop,

By Bob Putignano
Labor Day weekend with near perfect
weather for four solid days helped
with setting attendance figures, but
when the promoter’s book top named
artists, what else could you expect?
Names like the truly legendary Sonny
Rollins who at age eighty-two still
roars and soars with a powerhouse
band that includes longtime bassist
Bob Cranshaw who is no youngster
himself. Other outstanding artists
that graced the four stages included;
Chick Corea who reunited with vibe
player Gary Burton with the Harlem
String Quartet mesmerized. Plus Jazz
at Lincoln Centers Wynton Marsalis,
Wayne Shorter, Joe Lovano with Dave
Douglas, Terrence Blanchard, Pat
Metheny, the Godfathers of Groove
(Bernard “Pretty” Purdie, Reuben
Wilson, Grant Green Jr. with Donald
Harrison sitting in,) Poncho Sanchez,
Larry Goldings classic trio with Peter

Wynton Marsalis
Burnstein and Bill Stewart, Kevin
Eubanks, the vivacious Tia Fuller,
and the list goes on and on. Oh, did
I mention that all of this top-shelf
entertainment is free to the public?
It’s not easy but if I had to select
one performance that grabbed me
the most it would have been the band
that now calls itself “Formerly known

as the Godfathers of Groove,” whose
grooves, soul, funk and blues had the
crowd dancing, singing, and eating out
of their hands with fiery syncopations
by the great drummer Bernard “Pretty”
Purdie. Reuben Wilson rolled, and
Grant Green Jr. excelled on guitar and
with his fine vocals. For me the highlights of their set included an energetic

Preservation Hall
“Everyday I Have the Blues” and a
flashback cover of Don Covey and
Steve Cropper’s “Sookie Sookie” a tune
Grant Green Jr.’s dad covered on his
classic 1970 “Alive” recording for the
Blue Note recording label. This cover
tune had everyone in a frenzy with it’s
over the top funk lines that were further
enhanced by dizzying soul drenched
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Luxury construction and every imaginable amenity distinguish this
5500+ Sq Ft colonial set on beautifully manicured grounds. 5
bedrooms, 4.1 baths, huge WIC closets w/built-ins. EIK offers brand
new SS appliances.Expanded FR w/fpl, skylights,and cathedral
ceiling. Full finished W/O basement offers 5th bedroom/bath,
perfect for mother/daughter. A 6-seat movie theater, bar, FR w/fpl
for your ultimate enjoyment. Tax reduction of $2,600 elligible in
2013. Taxes don’t reflect STAR exemption of $1481.

Beautiful Colonial single style family home. 4
bedrooms. 2 baths. Arlington school district.
Baseboard heating. Oil. Inground Pool,
Landscaped, Outside Lighting, Porch, Storage Shed/
Out Bldg. park like property.

Cute 3BDR Cape Cod in a great neighborhood.
1st Floor Bedroom, kitchen, Dr , LR, BR bath and
den, bath 2 bedrooms on 2nd flr, unfinished
basement. Close to Bus, Close to Park, Close to
Shops, Close to School. Short sale bank approval
needed.

RENTAL: Newly Renovated 2 Bedroom
Apt. Carpet in bedrooms and tile in
kitchen. Close to Bus, Close to Park, Close
to School. Range, Refrigerator.

Somers

Poughquag

Yorktown

Yorktown

Offered at $950,000

L AURA D I M AGGIO

Offered at $275,000

T WO A GENTS

T WICE

Offered at $275,000

THE

S ERVICE

LAURA DIMAGGIO

$1,400 per month

T OM O’R EILLY

LICENSED SALES PERSON

TOM O’REILLY
LICENSED SALES PERSON

914-301-9596

845-729-2511

office:

cell:

2 Old Tomahawk St. · Yorktown Heights, NY 10598
*Not responsible for typographical errors.
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The Sounds of Blue
Don Byas.” Additionally intriguing
was how many featured bands
also included guest spots by other
standout artists who were in-town and
performing their own gigs throughout
this outstanding Labor Day weekend
of Jazz. Last but not least there were
nightly jam sessions at the nearby
Marriott hotel, where I met and
chatted with many performers, many
of these stars readily made themselves
available for engaging conversations.
Speaking which; I had a delightful
dinner with the great Joe Lovano

Tia Fuller

who seemingly enjoyed talking about
when he first moved to New York City
where he jammed and made friends
with the Brecker Brothers (Randy and
Michael) and a bunch of the NYC
regulars who formulated and developed their craft in the late seventies
and early eighties.
In summary: There are a lot of
festivals who dub themselves as Jazz
Festivals, and I would like to make
known that the Detroit Jazz Festival
is truly the only all Jazz Festival that I
am aware of. Don’t believe me? Keep
www.DetroitJazzFest.
checking:
com for a history about this festival,

Sonny Rollins

and more importantly for next year’s
2013 edition. This festival is also a
great hang with friends of the jazz
(and blues) community, DJ’s (checkout
www.JazzWeek.com for their annual
DJ get together, and other jazz information,) journalists from all over the
world, record labels, and of course
the performers. This was my first, but
it won’t be my last visit to the Detroit
Jazz Festival. I hope to see you there in
2013!
Photos by and courtesy of Len Katz.
Bob Putignano www.SoundsofBlue.com

READING

No Guarantees: One Man’s Road Through the Darkness of Depression
Chapter Forty Nine – Recovering from Phobias
By BOB MARRONE

“You should think
about writing a
piece for Atlantic
Magazine.
They
might appreciate the
story [about how
you dealt with your phobias],” Said,
Doctor John Casarino, one night in
1978.
Thus, the idea for this book was
born. The suggestion, though, was
not based on my overall experience
with depression; rather, he felt that
the method I evolved to deal with
the ongoing and vestigial phobias
resulting from my illness would have
value for others. And so, thirty five
years later, I am finally writing that
story over the next two chapters.
The development of phobias
early in my illness seemed a natural
extension of what was going on. An
extreme panic attack anywhere, just
about guaranteed that you would be,
at minimum, fearful and, perhaps,
phobic about that place or circumstance in the future. One of the
features of a serious panic attack is an
extreme flight response that compels
you to get out of where you are
quickly. And, of course, you do that.

How these incidents are horrible
has been well documented here,
and I will avoid repeating it. But it
is necessary to say that they scar you
in a way that the very anticipation
of them, alone, in the early, agitated
stage of my illness, was enough to
trigger them.
As for the places and circumstances, they are potentially as
numerous as infinity; which is to
say that a phobia can be so highly
specialized, that they can result fro
literally anything that you convince
yourself will cause them. After all,
ones perception of a place, or an idea,
or a set of circumstances is no more
than one’s subjective understanding
of it. If I think that thinking about
roses will result n a panic attack, I just
might. Add the obsessive dynamic
and/or the need to, consciously or
unconsciously, punish yourself, and
you can bring on panic by simply
hoping that you will not.
Again, the phobias early on
were, to me, at least intuitive and
organic. Stick your hand in a fire
and it burns. Take you hand out
and it stops hurting. However, as
my overall condition improved, the
phobias took on a more permanent,

less acute, yet still life altering quality.
Here I was almost three years into my
struggle and overcoming this thing,
yet I could not perform a number
of tasks that most people take for
granted. Adding to the problem was
the once useful way I had adapted
my life to deal with these deficits. In
some ways, I had become comfortable, and risked becoming a lifelong
hostage to the following phobias:
I could not travel more than 300
feet of so from my car; I could no
longer drive on the highway; when
I did drive; I could not wander into
wide open spaces;. I was unable to
meet large numbers of people; and
I was, generally, both claustrophobic
and hydrophobic. Another problem,
as the result of all of the above, was
an inability to exercise. The root of
this stemmed from my reactions to
any sudden movements of my head,
or for that matter, anything physically jarring. Such instances would
lead to dizziness, vertigo and panic.
Here again, I had tailored my life to
manage all of these things. Among
the things I could no longer do was
skate, one of the skills in life that I
loved and was good at. This, along
with the limitations imposed by the

other phobias limited my life. Now
that I was getting better, and could
enjoy peaceful moments and life, in
general, again, I had to figure out a
way to overcome my phobias, making
a concerted effort to not be drawn to
the easier path that kowtowing to
them would have provided.
My first target was getting over
the fear of driving on the highway,
brought to me by the incident on
the Verrazano Bridge and the subsequent obsessions that later excluded
the highway from my travels. My
thinking was, if I could not go places,
overcoming the other issues would
reap only a limited life style.
I remembered that there was
a street…a wide boulevard really,
McDonald Avenue, right near
where I went to Bishop Ford Highs
School, which had several lanes in
each direction that moved quickly. It
was only about four miles from my
apartment. Also useful, was a single
stretch with no lights or crosswalks
that went up/down a hill for about
a quarter of a mile. I worked out a
plan that had me do the following:
Each night after work for about two
months, I would drive to the foot
of McDonald Avenue. I would stay

Before speaking to the police... call

George Weinbaum
ATTORNEY AT LAW

FREE CONSULTATION:

Criminal, Medicaid, Medicare
Fraud, White-Collar Crime &
Health Care Prosecutions.

T. 914.948.0044
F. 914.686.4873

175 MAIN ST., SUITE 711-7 • WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601

Professional Dominican
Hairstylists & Nail Technicians
Hair Cuts • Styling • Wash & Set • Perming
Pedicure • Acrylic Nails • Fill Ins • Silk Wraps • Nail Art Designs
Highights • Coloring • Extensions • Manicure • Eyebrow Waxing

Yudi’s Salon 610 Main St, New Rochelle, NY 10801 914.633.7600

on the side the way an airliner does,
waiting to get into the most center
lane. My heart would pound, the
sweat would poor and sometimes my
eyes would fill with tears, but as soon
as the road would clear, I turned onto
the avenue, and accelerated up to
fifty miles an hour. I knew, intellectually, that phobias were subjective,
and tried to use that logic to work
in my favor. As a speed up, or down
the hill, I would remind myself that a
six lane road that let you go fifty for
a quarter of a mile, was the same as
any highway, if only for a stretch, and
that if you could do it for a quarter
mile, you could do it for any length
you chose.
At first, it was horrible. I would
get through one, maybe two cycles.
But as I had done with my work
life, if I put it on the do list, I forced
myself to do what I set out to do.
Slowly, but steadily, I worked my way
up to ten cycles a night…one each
way for twenty runs in all. As well,
slowly but steadily, but fear went
away. It probably must seem small to
you. But this was one of the major
accomplishments of my life, at that
time. God save me, I could drive.
Next I turned my attention to
agoraphobia as expressed in wide
open spaces and crowds. I found the
perfect opportunity in the Italian
feasts that bless New York every fall.
Bob Marrone is the host of a Monday to
Friday local morning talk show heard
on WVOX-1460 AM radio.
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New York State Parks Launches Free Mobile App
Oh, Ranger! NY State Parks App Connects Users to the Outdoors
The New York State Office of Parks,
Recreation & Historic Preservation
has partnered with American Park
Network to launch the official Oh,
Ranger! NY State Parks, a free
iPhone application (app) that gives
visitors on-the-go the ability to access
valuable park information. This new
app includes more than 200 state
parks, historic sites, golf courses,
campgrounds and nature centers
with amenities, directions and links to
important numbers and services.
State Parks Commissioner Rose
Harvey said, “This tool is a great use of
technology and the perfect customer
service enhancement. More and more
of our 58 million visitors each year are
utilizing smart phones, and this new
app will provide accurate, up to date

data to explore the outdoors. We are
grateful to our partners at American
Park Network who developed this
resource-- at no cost to the taxpayers
and free to the public to download.”
The Oh Ranger! NY State
Parks app is designed to provide
everything a visitor would need to
become familiar with a property,
including contact information, directions, amenities, maps and events.
Information is updated regularly in
partnership with state park officials.
Users can search by zip code and
desired activity to find locations near
them to go hiking, camping, boating,
birding, and discover historic sites,
nature centers and more.
With much of the information
embedded, users do not need the

Internet to display park information, an important feature as some
parks may have limited connectivity.
Additionally, social media sharing
allows users to post photos and
share experiences with friends and
family via Facebook and Twitter
to help get inspire more people to
explore the outdoors. The app also
provides an opportunity for users
to submit comments that will add
even more benefits to the platform,
creating a trusted citizen/government
partnership resource for state park
information.
“We’re excited to collaborate
with the state to provide the Oh,
Ranger! NY State Parks app as a free
public service,” said Mark Saferstein,
Publisher
&
Editor-in-Chief

at American Park Network and
OhRanger.com. “We hope this will
serve as an example of how public/
private partnerships can help connect
more people with the great outdoor
experiences available throughout the
state.”
The app is initially available for

iPhone and iPod touch
(it works on an iPad
too), with an Android
version soon to follow.
To download the Oh,
Ranger! NY State Parks
app, visit the iTunes
App store at http://
itunes.apple.com/
us/app/oh-ranger!ny-state-parks/
id548664594?mt=8,
scan the QR code or
go to nysparks.com.
New York State
Office of Parks,
Recreation
and
Historic Preservation oversees 178
state parks and 35 historic sites. For
more information on any of these
recreation areas, call 518-474-0456 or
visit www.nysparks.com, connect on
Facebook, or follow us on Twitter.

THE SPOOF

Pop Star PINK Hauls in Whale that
Spouts Water in Living Color
By GAIL FARRELLY

Oh, c’mon. Need
you ask which
color?
Think pink, not
purple. At least for
now.
PINK revealed to this reporter
that she felt the need for a little
treat. Hence this very special
whale. (And yes, little was the exact
word she used to describe her new
acquisition.)
PINK explained, “In the entertainment business, you just can’t let
your act go stale. You always have to
be on the lookout for new things to
add some interest to your persona.”
She said that the spouting whale,
which she found off the coast of
Nova Scotia, fit the bill.
The pop star, ever the businesswoman, has plans to expand the
array of colors and rent the whale
out to different groups, when the
pink use has run its course. “I can
think of several other markets for
different colors,” she said with a
smile.
She then went on to point out
that Irish revelers will find GREEN

spouting “just grand” for March 17.
RED will be lovely for Valentine’s
Day. E L James, author of the megaselling Fifty Shades of Grey trilogy,
is already making plans to rent the
whale, spouting -- you guessed it
-- shades of GREY. Then there’s
perhaps the biggest market of all,
burials at sea. “BLACK spouting
should set the somber tone nicely,”
according to PINK.
For now, though, it’s pink
spouting only, as PINK promotes
her new single, “Blow Me (One
Last Kiss),” from her new album.
Perfect, right?
Editor’s Note: Congratulations
to Gail Farrelly’s “They eDone Him
Wrong,” accepted for inclusion in
the Untreed Reads Thanksgiving
anthology.
Click here: Untreed Reads Publishing »
Authors Announced For Thanksgiving
Anthology From Untreed Reads
Learn more about The Farrelly Sisters
- Authors: http://www.farrellysistersonline.com/ on the Internet.

OPEN HOUSE
SAT. SEPT. 29
10AM-2PM
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EYE ON THEATRE

Sweet Byand
Sour
JOHN SIMON

Not all revivals are
judicious and welcome,
but that of “The
Exonerated” at the
Culture Project, again
admirably
directed
by Bob Balaban, assuredly is. Jessica
Blank and Erik Jensen’s documentary
about innocents on Death Row was
extensively researched, and almost
every word is based on documents or
interviews.
The injustice perpetrated by
police and the courts demands our
indignation, even as the sufferings of
innocents call for utmost compassion. That the six cases focused on
out of many studied by the authors
involve prisoners of “vastly different
ethnic, religious and educational
backgrounds” gives “The Exonerated”

unsolved rape and murder had to be
pinned on someone.
We get stories of brutal beatings
and other torture by police, of cops
inveigling the alleged parricide into
an absurd confession; of an innocent
couple merely riding in the car of
a traffic cop killer and experienced
criminal, adept at sticking the couple
with the crime (the man was even
executed); of a man by no means gay
termed such by the police accusing
him of a woman-hating murder (the
actual perpetrator is free to this day).
Others are on Death Row merely
because they are black, or because
a sheriff seeking reelection wished
to pose, however mendaciously, as a
crime solver.
Perhaps the most lovable of all
these is Sunny Jacobs, there in this
week’s audience, who turned herself
into a living memorial of her executed
husband.
The stories are ghastly and yet

all seamlessly integrated.
The rotating guests stars I
caught were Stockard Channing,
Brian Dennehy, Chris Sarandon and
Delroy Lindo. They were superb, but
no less so are the six regulars, Jim
Bracchitta, Amelia Campbell, Bruce
Kronenberg, Curtis McClarin, April
Yvette Thompson and JD Williams.
The 90 minutes of this play will
remain etched in your memory for as
long as you live.
Lisa D’Amour’s “Detroit” was
a huge critical and audience success
in Chicago two years ago, and may
now be so here too, lauded to the
skies by the New York Times on both
occasions. Yet it is a piece of arrant
nonsense, heaping weirdness upon
weirdness toward an utterly absurd
conclusion. A very few funny lines
hardly compensate for overwhelming
preposterousness.
A young-middle-aged suburban
couple, Ben and Mary, are giving a

“The Exonerated” cast are (L-R): Chris Sarandon, Amelia Campbell, Brian Dennehy, Delroy Lindo, Stockard Channing,
JD Williams, April Yvette Thompson. Photo of “The Exonerated” by and courtesy of Monica Simoes.
something more than just increased
interest: a horrific universality.
The victims here are Delbert
Tibbs, a university educated and
accomplished black poet; Kerry Max
Cook, presumed homosexual and
thus alleged to have killed a woman
who took him to her bed; David
Keaton, a young black wrongly
accused of a grocery store robbery
and killing that he merely innocently
witnessed; and Robert Earl Hayes, a
black teenager charged with a murder
he did not commit. Racism clearly
plays a role in unjust prosecution.
Further, Gary Gauger, falsely
accused of murdering his parents;
Sonia (Sunny) Jacobs, who with her
husband Jesse and their children was
merely riding in the car of the man
who killed a couple of traffic cops;
and Delbert Tibbs, preposterously
tried merely because he was black and
traveling through Florida, where an

there is also humor here and even
some poetry. One guy writes poems
on Death Row, another performs
miracles making the rain stop by
invoking Jesus; still another educates
himself in jail. There are prejudiced
prosecutors and purblind judges, but
also loyal wives and even a devoted
brother laying down his life for a
guiltless brother on Death Row.
Enormously affecting, too, is that
even when exonerated and freed after
years of misery, these persons remain
variously discriminated against by a
world that views them as jailbirds.
The staging has ten actors who
read their parts in adjacent chairs.
As the action keeps shuttling among
cases, the lights pick out whichever persons are involved. There are
powerful sound effects and minimal
music, occasional risings from the
seats and some effective gesturing.
There is also some doubling of parts,

neighborly steak dinner on their patio
to a shiftless younger couple, Kenny
and Sharon, recently moved into the
next-door house belonging to Kenny’s
great-uncle. Ben, a bank officer
recently laid off, watches stupid television and harbors delusions of starting
a counseling career. Mary, a paralegal,
has a severe drinking problem and a
sore foot.
Kenny, a warehouse supervisor
(soon fired), and Sharon, who works
for a phone center, first met in rehab
(where, I think, they still belong), and
now, though owning no furniture
whatsoever, exercise a deleteriously
hedonistic influence on their neighbors: Kenny violently and lasciviously,
Sharon through a ludicrous romantic
haze. The meetings, in either couple’s
front or back yard, are peppered with
such gimmicks as a patio umbrella
that painfully collapses onto Kenny’s
neck, a sliding glass door chez Ben

that sticks and annoys everybody (a
running gag), and a wooden deck
Kenny gratuitously builds that breaks
under Ben’s weight, causing a badly
bleeding, hospitalizable leg wound.
But all this is not half as debilitating as the younger couple’s excesses
that infect the older one, as life in
both houses becomes an anarchic
bacchanalia, leading to disaster. Yet
the orgiastic excesses, though verging
on the sexual, always fall teasingly
short of even minimal plausibility.
Sharon complains: “I just think
there is no real communication
anymore, real communication about
real things, about that steak and that
sliding glass door or yes, I would
like some more ice [for her drink]
but there we are having that sort of
communication and it’s just so. . . it’s
so beautiful . . . (she starts to cry).”
She is for “letting your emotions
just happen, in real time, rather than
running away from them on that

to get the maple syrup out. Do you
know how to do that, Mary? MARY:
Sure! They eventually make an actual
stab at it, but fail and return giggling.
Weird as the talk is, the actions
are weirder. And so are D’Amour’s
stage directions: “Mary kind of
pouts.” “Does Sharon kind of tickle
Ben like a Pillsbury doughboy?”
When all four are walking imaginary
dogs, “Sharon walks the dog sexier.”
“Kenny grabs Sharon in this major
way.” “Mary and Sharon fake poop
or fake fart on Kenny.” “They are
really beer-wasted, which is different
from bourbon-wasted.” “Kenny will
sit on a couple of bags of charcoal?
Oh, or maybe a suitcase.” “We hear a
suburban wind, maybe a car passing
on some other street. Maybe some
teenagers laughing, maybe some kid
in the house across the street listening
to music in their room.”
This said, Anne Kaufmann has
directed with suitable frenzy, and Amy

(L-R): Sarah Sokolovic, Darren Pettie, David Schwimmer, and Amy Ryan
play neighboring couples getting acquainted with one another in a scene from
Lisa D’Amour’s “Detroit” Photo of “Detroit” by and courtesy of Jeremy Daniel.
glossy motorcade of substances.”
Mary complains: “I think I am
feeling another skin below my real
skin . . . my forehead is separating
from my skull.” Kenny, who according
to the stage direction is “maybe faking
humping the girls,” exclaims; “It’s my
handbasket and we’re all going to hell
in it,” or, more amiably, “I’m feeling
like my whole body is filled with
some kind of sweet air, strawberry
air, and strawberry shortcake air.” Ben
blithers, “Oh, yeah, sure, of course, I
mean really, yeah.” Sharon thinks he
has a British accent, which he hasn’t.
Later, though, he affects one, and
claims to be an ale-drinking English
schoolteacher named Ian.
The girls dream of living in
the woods: “MARY: We could eat
rabbits, and if hunting were bad, we
could eat grasshoppers. SHARON:
And we can put a spout into the tree

Ryan, Sarah Sokolovic, Darren Pettie,
David Schwimmer, and John Cullum
in an off-the-wall epilogue, act with
almost maniacal dedication. Meanwhile
I hear a maybe suburban wind blowing
in and out of the playwright’s head as
she writes sitting on a bag of charcoal or
oh, maybe on a suitcase.
John Simon has written for over 50
years on theatre, film, literature, music
and fine arts for the Hudson Review,
New Leader, New Criterion, National
Review, New York Magazine, Opera
News, Weekly Standard, Broadway.com
and Bloomberg News. Mr. Simon holds
a PhD from Harvard University in
Comparative Literature and has taught
at MIT, Harvard University, Bard
College and Marymount Manhattan
College.
To learn more, visit the JohnSimonUncensored.com
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Of Rummage Sales and Seismic Shifts
“What’s Happened To My Church?”
MARYKNOLL, NY -- Tom
Roberts, editor-at-large at National
Catholic Reporter and author of The
Emerging Catholic Church, will present
“Of Rummage Sales And Seismic Shifts
(What’s Happened To My Church?) as
part of the Maryknoll Speakers Series
at the Maryknoll Mission Center, 55
Ryder Road, Ossining, New York, on
Sunday, October 14, at 2:30 p.m.
The series, presented by the
Maryknoll Fathers and Brothers,
is free and open to the public.
Reservations are requested and can
be made by contacting Rosann
Monaro at rmonaro@mayknoll.org
, or 914-941-7636, extension 2261.

Additional information and directions
can be found at http://www.maryknollsociety.org.
Mr. Roberts will explore the
demographics and changing attitudes about religious institutions that
includes the consequences of Vatican
II. He also will address contemporary crises within the church that
have changed over the years and that
continue to alter the church that was
a huge part of the lives of parents and
grandparents of baby-boomers.
Mr. Roberts will recount stories
from the church at ground level, as he
said “where theology meets need.” He
will suggest the issues that might be

emerging and the matters that can, at
times, feel chaotic.
“Across the many theological and
ideological divisions in the church
today, one point of wide agreement is
that the church is in crisis,” said Mr.
Roberts. “Some of the trouble is selfinflicted and some of it is caused by
forces beyond anyone’s control. The
overriding question is whether the
church, the People of God and their
leaders, can turn the various crises to
new opportunities.”
The National Catholic Reporter
is an independent newsweekly. Mr.
Roberts was named managing editor
during January 1994, and he was
appointed editor during 2000. Under
his leadership, the paper received, for
eight consecutive years, the General
Excellence award from the Catholic

Press Association. During his tenure,
the newspaper also received numerous
awards for investigative reporting,
editorial writing and design. Mr.
Roberts moved from the editor’s chair
to become editor-at-large during 2008.
Prior to his tenure at NCR, Mr.
Roberts, who has received awards
for investigative and environmental reporting from the National
Journalism Center and the ScrippsHoward Foundation, was part of the
team that rescued Religious News
Service (now Religion News Service),
an independent ecumenical news
organization. When the service was
syndicated by The New York Times
News Service, it extended its reach
within the secular media.
The Maryknoll Fathers and
Brothers follow Jesus in serving the

poor and others in need in 28 countries that include the U.S. All Catholics
are called to mission through baptism
and confirmation, and Maryknoll’s
mission education outreach in parishes
and schools throughout the country
engages U.S. Catholics in mission
through vocations, prayer, donations and as volunteers. Maryknoll
missioners share God’s love and
the Gospel in combating poverty,
providing
healthcare,
building
communities and promoting human
rights. For more information, visit the
Maryknoll Fathers and Brothers at
http://maryknollsociety.org.
Follow the Maryknoll Fathers and
Brothers on Twitter at http://twitter.
com/MaryknollNews and on Facebook at
http://www.facebook.com/
maryknollsociety.

GOVERNMENTSection
CAMPAIGN TRAIL

Radio Scheduling Challenge or Ducking da Bait
By HEZI ARIS

YONKERS,
NY
-- The political
campaign trail is
strewn with the
purblind.
The
protagonists may change but
there is always the laugh at someone’s expense. The actors are vying
to succeed the departing NYS
Senator Suzie Oppenheimer for
the 37th Senate District. They are
Bob Cohen (R-C) and George
Latimer (D-WF). They have been
sizing each other up over the past
few months in search of finding an
Achille’s Heel in the other. Despite
the resolve, it had become evident
the endgame was elusive.
Things changed on Thursday,
September 20, 2012, when the
Yonkers Tribune / The Westchester
Guardian learned of the “play”, or
was it a fumble? In politics, who is
to know? Truth be told, someone
got played. It started innocently
enough.
WVOX-1460 AM radio
host Bob Marrone suggested the
two candidates meet at the New
Rochelle-based radio station to

engage in a debate over issues
pertinent to the constituents each
desired to serve. Bob Marrone
would moderate. Home Town
Media Group Publisher Howard
Sturman, who has a scheduled
weekly program every Thursday
morning from 11 a.m. – 12 Noon,
and Journal News Columnist Phil
Reisman, who follow’s Sturman’s
show from 12 Noon to 1 p.m. would
also participate. With radio station
manager Don Stevens’ consent, Mr
Marrone offered the two candidates the opportunity to participate
in a debate for as long as 2 hours,
perhaps only 90 minutes, during
Sturman’s and Reisman’s time slots.
The suggested day and time for the
“debate was said to be September
20, 2012, from 11 a.m. onward.
Latimer was quick to agree to
the concept. Cohen is described to
be more reticent. Radio personnel
who spoke on the basis of anonymity
advise Cohen said, “We’ll see”.
The above scenario was again
repeated in which Latimer agreed,
and Cohen is said to have said, “I
don’t know!
As a backdrop, the Cohen

campaign effort was issuing almost
daily personal assaults against
Latimer. Latimer kept his focus
and continued to defend his record.
Latimer’s calm and collected
demeanor was stable. His political
blood pressure was unperturbed.
Cohen seemed to rev his engine
by very frequent mailing assailing
Latimer’s record. Each was doing
their thing.
Neither Cohen nor Latimer
were getting much press. It was as
if their respective campaign efforts
were on a simmer rather than a boil.
The Latimer campaign, intentioned or not, directed a letter to
Cohen suggesting he participate
in the radio debate so as to serve
the public good. Without a forthcoming response, the Latimer
campaign suggested the Cohen
campaign was “ducking” the opportunity to participate in the proposed
radio interview / debate. Some
media fell for the ploy.
Latimer’s campaign had played
the Cohen campaign by realizing
that Cohen’s lack of immediacy
on committing to the debate or
advising he would not participate

in such a venue. Latimer’s campaign
could not help but infer and deduce
Cohen did not have a full grasp
of the issues the constituency he
hoped to represent required of him.
Politics and campaign efforts
are sport for the smart, shrewd, and
empathic. The telling herein exposes
the subtlety of the “game”. Each is
testing the other; that is what the
campaign trail is meant to do. As
the days recede into historical reference and become part of the resume
demanded of New York State

Senators in Albany these “gotcha”
moments reveal the skill of each
man among those adept, astute,
and accomplished men and women
whose agenda may be anathema to
those constituents of the 37th Senate
District to which the voters will
judge the more eloquent of the two
be sent to Albany to become the
Senator….
At issue now is whether there
are those among us who hear a
“quack, quack”?

US Bankruptcy Court SDNY • Re: Maria G. Colasuonno & Phillip Colasuonno • Case No.: 09-23330(RDD)

BANKRUPTCY

AUCTION

October 4th • 9:45 am
50% Remainder Interest “In & To”

Multi-Family
Home
123 Meadow Lane, New Rochelle, NY

Auction Location: United States Bankruptcy Court, 300 Quarropas St., White Plains, NY
Marianne T. O’toole, Chapter 7 Trustee

SEE WEB FOR MORE INFORMATION
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CAMPAIGN TRAIL

Bill Villanova Announces His Candidacy for 91st Assembly District
“Almost a hundred years ago in the
Province of Potenza, Italy, a dream
began with the humble hopes of my
grandfather, Giuseppe Schiro. His
dream was to one day raise a family
in a country with inherent God given
freedoms… A community instilled
with faith, family values, and a sense
of purpose… and to follow a promise
that with hard work, determination
and personal responsibility, there was
no dream his children and grandchildren could not realize.
That country is America; that
community is this one, and that dream
is being realized today as I formally
announce my candidacy for the New
York State Assembly.
Four generations later, the story
of my family, like many of yours, is
truly an American story… But even
more, it is truly a Westchester story. A
story of faith, family and friends... As
a life-long resident of Westchester, I
grew up in Port Chester as the eldest
son of William and Joanne Villanova,
and it’s where I live today with my wife
Sandra, and our three children: Gianna
8, Bill Jr. 5, and Nicholas our two year
old.
Yes, my family’s story is truly a
Westchester story. Which is why it
saddens me when I travel around this
district, and see how the failed policies
of recent years have had a crushing
effect on our residential neighborhoods and business districts. From
Larchmont to Rye, Port Chester and
New Rochelle to Mamaroneck, there
are far too many signs that read: “For
Sale” or “For Rent” – and not enough
signs that say “Sold” or “Help Wanted.”
Our Sound Shore Communities
deserve better.
Here in Westchester, we live in

Mayor of Mamaroneck Norman Rosenblum, County Legislator James
Maisano, Assembly candidate John Villanova, NYS Senate candidate Bob
Cohen, US Congressional candidate Joe Carvin at Rye Town Park Pavilion.
one of the most heavily-taxed and
expensive places in the country…Jobs
are lost… development is stalled… and
more and more hard working families
and businesses are giving up on the
area and simply moving out.
I am running for State Assembly
because I know we can do better!…
And we must!
I am running to End Albany’s Tax
and Spend Insanity… Our children’s
and grandchildren’s future depend on
our ability to behave in Albany like we
do around our kitchen table: spending
less than we make and resist the urge
to live off our credit cards.
We must focus on economic
development… Businesses both large
and small are the backbone of our
community and state… As a businessman and Deputy Supervisor for
the Town of Rye, I know personally
how taxes and over regulation kills
small businesses. The next wave of job

creation can only come when government gets out of the way.
I have been successful in local
government because of 5 Things; I
addressed the tough decisions head
on to reduce taxes and expenditures,
I have built consensus to make much
needed and overdue government
reform, created a responsible budgeting
process, and I will not be bullied and I
cannot be bought!... I represent the
change we need in Albany and the
leadership your family deserves!
As I travel this district, it is
becoming clear that a new voice is
starting to rise across the political
discourse, it is not the voice of the
protesters or shouters, the reactionary
right or the occupy Wall Street movement, but it is the quiet voice of the
majority of our citizens who have been
forgotten.
Who are they? Let me tell you
who they are… They live in this

community by the thousands and in
this state by the millions.They are good
people, they are decent people; they
work, and they save, and they pay their
taxes, and they care about their family’s
future. They are the great majority,
and they have become angry not with
hate, but angry because they love this
country, they love their communities
and they don’t like what’s happened to
it these past years.
My opponent is a career politician,
a true creature of Albany and a symbol
of everything that is wrong with the
broken system. For three decades my
opponent has been living off the tax
payers backs to the tune of well over
2 million dollars… And now this
November in this election he comes
asking residents of this district for
more… Another chance… Another
shot… Our answer? Not this time!
Not this year!
I say to Steve Otis and other career
politicians and political cronies like
them, that for too long we’ve tried it
your way… You’ve had your chance…
You’ve had your moment… You have
not led! We will!
We have all recently seen the
sometimes ugly face of Albany in the
news. The 100K back door payout to
cover up sexual harassment allegations,
the legislators bogus non-for profit
payments to a family’s shell organization and let’s not forget the other
Albany legislators who recently asked
for a raise. This is outrageous and will
not be tolerated. In the coast guard
our motto is “Semper Paratus”, which
translates to “Always ready” or “Always
prepared”... Well, I am ready and I am
prepared to go to Albany and finally
put an end to this culture of corruption
and send the career politicians packing.

I have a plan to help New
Yorkers... The plan includes sensible
solution when it comes to Tax and
Mandate Relief, Government Reform,
Economic Development, Housing,
Public Safety, Education, Energy,
Veterans and Volunteers.
I will build consensus by reaching
across political party lines. My efforts
will begin with term limits, reducing
daily stipends for Albany Legislators
and by reducing legislative staff costs.
This will not be popular with many
Albany politicos, but I won’t be elected
to do what’s popular. I will be elected to
do what’s right.
They say the definition of insanity
is doing the same thing over and over
again and expecting different results…
How insane does Steve Otis think we
are?... In this campaign I will continue
to deliver our message to every resident of our district and that message
is clear, it’s simple and it’s this: Stop the
insanity and vote for change!
Change happens… Change
happens because people demand it,
because they rise up and insist on
new ideas and new leadership… As
we move towards November, let us
remember the promises and hopes of
generations past. After all, we’re New
Yorkers… We are a people of immeasurable hope, character and conviction,
always looking toward the future, with
resolve in our hearts, let us remember
our history, answer our destiny, and
rebuild this community once again.
Thank you, May God Bless
America and May God Bless the
Great State of New York.”
http://www.facebook.com/
billvillanovafornystateassembly

THE HEZITORIAL

Yonkers Board of Ethics Conduct Reveals Lack of Integrity to be Designed or Resigned Dysfunction
By HEZI ARIS

Yonkers
Mayor
Mike Spano’s initiative to require public
disclosure of financial
interests by the Yonkers
Board of Education
Board of Trustees may be defined as
laudable or politically tactical. The
often espoused prospect for creating a

culture of transparency, either deliberately or unknowingly exacted, has been
exposed to be anathema to the body
politics of the City of Yonkers by the
pre and post conduct of the Board of
Ethics.
The Yonkers Board of Ethics
must give public notice of its meetings. The Thursday, September 13,
2012 meeting was NOT noticed

publicly. There was neither notice of
such a meeting afforded on the City
of Yonkers website, nor posting of any
notice on the 2nd or 4th floor bulletin
boards of Yonkers City Hall, and no
email notice to the Yonkers Tribune /
The Westchester Guardian of a meeting
being called. What was revealed on
Friday, September 14, 2012, was
notice of the Yonkers Board of Ethics

meeting to take place; incredulously
the notice was posted the day after the
conclusion of the meeting.
The lack of timely notice is
conduct unbecoming any administration’s claim to be enveloped by a desire
for and promotion of transparency in
governance. The lack of timely notice
was enacted by former Yonkers Mayor
John Spencer, perfected by former

Mayor Phil Amicone, and may be a
pattern that continues under the aegis
of Yonkers Mayor Mike Spano or
Mayor Spano may be undermined by
a culture of subterfuge exacted by the
same people who remain in place from
the two previous administrations. It
cannot be refuted that the conduct that
serves to dupe The People by these very
Continued on page 15
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ploys continues ravenously unabated.
Does the lack of public notice
negate the validity of the meeting
conducted by the Yonkers Board of
Ethics? Is there even an ounce of credibility to a volunteer body when recent
conduct, deliberated in the “safety” of
executive session, has been over-ruled
by the lack of attention paid to their
deliberative impotence?
The past dismissiveness by the
Yonkers Board of Ethics by The
Fourth Estate (media) of its deliberations continues vigorously unabated.
The lack of deference to the Yonkers
Board of Ethics is diminished by their
very disregard of the tenets they claim
others must abide. The temerity of the
Yonkers Board of Ethics membership,
seemingly astute in their knowledge of
law, adherents to an ethical compass
and the rule of law are anything but
that which they claim to be.
The Board of Directors of the
Yonkers Board of Ethics do not abide
by the Yonkers City Charter when
they choose by mayoral fiat or forced to

comply by past strong mayor personalities (John Spencer or Phil Amicone,
and even to a lesser extent Angelo
Martinelli) have either received the
memo to continue to pull the wool
over The People’s eyes, or have not
received the message that Mayor Mike
Spano is indeed the NEW mayor of
the City of Yonkers. Whatever the
rationale for this conduct, it is not
ineptitude or forgetfulness; it is deliberate, and it must cease.
Unfortunately, The People have
become ever more callous to their
being played.
What has become evident is that
Yonkers Mayor Mike Spano will be
investing more muscle in reigning
control of the Yonkers Board of
Education (YBoE) and the Yonkers
Parking Authority (YPA). The two
entities are glaring only tangentially
“controlled” by the mayor. They are not
departments of the City of Yonkers
(CoY); they are independent entities.
Their respective board of directors of
appointed by the Mayor of Yonkers
The YBoE and the YPA.

The current membership of the Ethics Board
Name

Term End

Nancy Manzino

12/31/2012

Joseph Nocca, Chairman
Philip Pepe

12/31/2015
12/31/2014

Philip Zisman

12/31/2014

Kathleen Ennis

12/31/2012

Helen Henkel

12/31/2013

Gerald Theret

Source: City of Yonkers Website

The YBoE Trustees may conceivably engage their own legal counsel
to fight the administration over the
financial disclosure postulated as
appropriate by the Yonkers Board of
Ethics as cajoled by Mayor Spano. The
concept is appropriate to a culture of
transparency. The ethical demeanor
appropriate for adoption by all board
members may win the kudos from
an engaged and aware public, but
it may lose in the court of law for
being an attempt to change the rules

12/31/2013
midstream, that is after the fact. If a
volunteer board of director serving any
entity in CoY did so under the guidelines afforded them when they acceded
to their board of director seat, can an
entity with no direct control of that
board impose a demand they have no
right or even ability to impose?
At issue then is whether Mayor
Mike Spano’s initiative is simply
talk that will not and cannot win the
support of the YBoE because their
conduct is based upon allegiance and

loyalty to past mayors of Yonkers and
not to Mayor Mike Spano. Were the
initiative accepted, The People would
become aware of any conflicts of
interest that may indeed exist. Aware
of being potentially exposed, will
YBoE Trustees relinquish their service
to the Board of Trustees? If they did,
Mayor Mike Spano may more quickly
change the future direction of the
YBoE Board of Trustees. Changes
to the board will happen over time.
Mayor Mike Spano’s initiative may
speed up that effort.
There is a definite backroom fight
over past and present administrations,
as previously mentioned; it is all about
market share for the specific personalities delineated above being able to
hold onto their patronage to do their
bidding and the wealth of the spoils
onto which they can cling.
“I commend the Yonkers Board
of Ethics for their quick action in
closing this loophole, as well as the
Trustees of the Board of Education
for their compliance with this new
requirement,” said Mayor Spano. “This
new measure is another critical step
in continuing our efforts to provide
Continued on page 16
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THE ROMA BUILDING

2022 Saw Mill River Rd., Yorktown Heights, NY

Office & Store Space for Rent
Prime Yorktown Location

Office Space 965 sq ft.: Rent $ 1650/mo.
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On Site Document Destruction
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www.citycarting.net
City Carting of Westchester • Somers Sanitation
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residents of Yonkers a government that
is as open and transparent as possible.”
Were the Yonkers Board of Ethics
capable of legally closing the “loophole”
noted in Mayor Mike Spano’s assertion, the Board of Ethics would need to

have legal muscle. They may postulate
and espouse, even mouth off, but they
can do nothing, other than talk. And,
as noted, talking amongst themselves
is their very undoing. Will their “decision” entice or cause the insinuation
of a city or state or federal entity that
can pierce the separate entity known

as the YBoE Trustees and their bylaws
that define their separateness from
CoY? If not, and I do not believe they
have that option, this initiative will do
nothing but disappoint those who are
rooting for Mayor Mike Spano to
succeed in making the Yonkers Board
of Education a department of the City

of Yonkers.
The Yonkers City Charter advises:
The Ethics Board is established by
Section C1A-23 of the Code of
Ethics of the City of Yonkers. Its
duties include: investigation of ethics
complaints, conducting hearings,
recommending disciplinary action,

rendering advisory opinions, administration of City employee disclosure
statements and providing ethics
training for city employees.
There is not enough time to define
how every aspect of the Yonkers Board
of Ethics’ conduct defined in the paragraph above has been deficient by the
very standards they claim to abide.

fines

Ongoing Water Main Repair Haunts Residents of Pleasantville
Bureaucracy and Bad Government at Their Best

repair, this hurts.
The bill, which consisted of a
terse cover letter from the Village of
Pleasantville Accounts Clerk advising
the recipients of the fines that would
be levied if it were not paid in due time,
rather than an explanation for why the
same exact repair has been made on
the same section of the water line at
the same time each year for the past 10
years, effectively doubling in cost over
the period, from an approximately
initial annual cost of $275.
The first and most obvious question that comes to mind is: Why the
same repair every year for the past 10

years?
Why do taxpayers here, in addition to paying already elevated water
bills (they were increased by the Village
by 20% two years ago), and who pay
among the highest property taxes in
the nation, need to keep paying for
the same repair, the cost of which has
doubled, every year?
Should not the contractor provide
some sort of warranty for the repair
if it does not work within a certain
time frame (e.g., one year), just like
a contractor would for a private job?
Why can’t the repair be made for once
and for all, at the cost of $500 per head,

instead of the approximate $3,000
each resident involved has paid over
the past 10 years? Couldn’t the Village
consider creating an equitable distribution of the amount of each invoiced
resident’s bill, according to how much
water the household uses?
And finally, if this is a repair that
needs to be made every year, at the
cost of the local residents--which
makes no sense to begin with--then
has the Village done its due diligence
in selecting the contractor who has bid
the lowest fee for the job? It doesn’t
appear so, as the Village has hired
the same contractor for the past three

Reconsidering the Supreme Court’s Power

railroad passengers, opposed the
income tax, struck a state law limiting
the working hours of laborers, upheld
railroad contracts that threatened
the firing of workers if they joined a
union, voided a child labor tax, and
in the Great Depression condemned
legislation drawn to rescue the nation’s
tens of millions from their economic
and social hell, and so goes the list,
culminating in the “Cheney-Bush”
court where, contrary to its principles,
the Court put its partisan hand into a
presidential election.
Lincoln arguably believed that
Congress should determine the
constitutionality of its acts at the risk
of being held accountable at the ballot
box. Would any Congress, as did the
5 to 4 Court in Citizens United v.
Federal Election Commission, deem

By LEE DANIELS

PLEASANTVILLE,
NY -- Just 10 days
before hefty Town of
Mt. Pleasant property taxes were due, 14
unlucky residents near the intersection
of Park Street and Locust Road in
Pleasantville opened their mailboxes to
find an unwelcome surprise: a bill for
$543 for shared expenses for a neighborhood water main repair.
Will the $543 break the residents’
bank? Perhaps not. However, in the
current economy, and in the context
of the history behind this particular

years. If the Village has in fact done
its due diligence in hiring the lowest
contracting bidder, are not the residents who are paying for the repair
entitled to see evidence of this?
Last month, in mid-August,
I spoke to the foreman for the
contractor, Anthony L. Fiorito, Inc., of
Ossining, while the crew was on site
making the repair. When I asked him
if he wasn’t the same contractor who
had made this repair before, he replied
“I’ve been up here on this job at least
three times before,” and when I asked
if we would see him again up here next
year, he laughed and said, “You know
you will.”
Lee Daniels is a columnist for The
Westchester Guardian and a 13-year resident of Pleasantville.

LAW

By HAROLD REYNOLDS

In his review of
Sanford
Levinson’s
Framed, Justice John
Paul Stevens does not
see any need for a new
constitutional convention, one, for
example, that would reconsider the
Supreme Court’s power to declare acts
of Congress unconstitutional.
Surely, it is arguable that such a
convention would not place decisions
of profound moral and political issues,
involving liberty and property, in the
hands of nine unelected persons, politically selected, essentially unknown to
the nation at large, appointed for life,

accountable to no one, and removable
only by impeachment.
The People through Congress and
their state legislatures, rather than the
Court, should have the power to establish the Court’s present, undemocratic
power of judicial supremacy or to reject
it. Lincoln in his Inaugural address in
1861 pointed directly to it when in the
face of an agitated Chief Justice Taney
Lincoln declared: “I do not forget the
position assumed by some, that constitutional questions are to be decided
by the Supreme Court.” But, said
Lincoln, “if the policy of the government, upon vital questions, affecting
the whole people, is to be irrevocably

fixed by decisions of the Supreme
Court, the instant they are made… the
people will have ceased to be their own
rulers, having, to that extent, practically
resigned their government, into the
hands of that eminent tribunal.” And
so history gave proof to Lincoln’s words.
The Court, for example, declared
blacks racially inferior to whites and
rejected the Fourteenth Amendment’s
nationalization of citizenship, reinstating two classes of citizenship, state
and federal. Its bench of former railroad lawyers nailed to the ground the
property rights of the wealthy, leaving
the weak and oppressed to fend for
themselves. It racially segregated

corporations to be persons and that,
accordingly, the First Amendment
prohibited the government from
restricting them in their political
expenditures made to advance corporate interests.
Indeed, and with all due respect
to the Court, the appointment to
it of Justices for life, subject only to
impeachment, itself warrants consideration of an Amendment to the
Constitution, a fact indisputably
shown as recently as the monumental,
historic study by Professor David J.
Garrow in Mental Decrepitude on the
U.S. Supreme Court: The Historical Case
for a 28th Amendment, 67 University of
Chicago Law Review 995 (2000).
Scarsdale resident Harold Reynolds is an
Attorney at Law.

Ad Sales Position for Print Media
Ad Salesperson wanted for print media for local weekly newspaper in Westchester. Must have experience and must have car with clean driver’s license • Full time position.
• Must live in Westchester.
Good Pay and Bonus Structures. Looking to hire immediately.
Please call Wilca at (914) 632-1230 to schedule an interview • Email resume to ctmetro44@gmail.com.
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MAYOR Marvin’s COLUMN

Last week’s column
dedicated to safety
throughout
the
Village elicited more
inquires and needed
clarifications about
practices throughout the Village.
When a pedestrian enters a designated crosswalk, the law requires not
only the car in the immediate lane to
stop, but also the cars traveling in the
opposite direction. As illustration, at
the crosswalk near Botticelli Bridal
Shop and Houlihan Lawrence, the
law requires that all four lanes of traffic
stop when an individual enters the
crosswalk. However, it is important to
remember that a crosswalk is not an
extension of the sidewalk and pedestrians must exercise careful judgment
before stepping off the curb and when
crossing in mid-street. According to
New York State law, “every pedestrian
crossing a roadway at any point other
than within a marked crosswalk shall
yield the right of way to all vehicles
upon the roadway.”
In the business district, residents
get frustrated observing our Parking
Enforcement Officers seeming intent
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on their meter duty and oblivious to
driving infractions, most notably vehicles crossing the double yellow lines to
enter a parking place.
By law, our Parking Enforcement
Officers or PEOs are not police officers, nor even peace officers and are
only authorized and trained to issue
parking tickets. New York State
Vehicle and Traffic Laws can only
be enforced by trained police officers.
Traffic stops of any kind are actually
the most dangerous duty for a police
office because stops often lead to
more serious charges/crimes such as
weapons possession, stolen vehicles or
outstanding criminal warrants. PEOs
have none of the training, equipment
or weapons to handle these unpredictable situations.
With the weather so nice and our
youngsters taking advantage of the
daylight hours to play outdoors, many
residents have asked for “Children at
Play” and/or “Slow Children” signs in
child rich neighborhoods. State and
Federal traffic standards reject the use
of these signs because they openly
suggest that playing in the street is
an acceptable safety practice. The
signs also give parents and especially

children a false sense of security as the
sign is assumed to provide protection,
when in reality, it does not. Studies
demonstrate no evidence that these
signs result in reduced pedestrian accidents or lower vehicular speed. If the
Village placed these signs, it would
imply that the Village condones children playing in the street and expose
us to greater liability.
On the other hand, signs that
alert drivers to nearby playgrounds
are extremely beneficial because these
parks, such as our own Sagamore
Park, are often located in areas where
a reasonable driver would not expect a
large group of children to be present.
The warm weather also brings out
our older youth who often gather on
the school grounds. Residents often
inquire why they do not see our police
vehicles patrolling school property. The
school fields and all the adjacent school
property is private property and analogous to one’s own backyard. If police,
in the normal course of Village patrol,
see suspicious activity while passing the
school or any business or residential
property, they have the authority and
duty to enter the property and investigate. However, they cannot come
on property uninvited, for no reason.
General responsibility for peace and
order rests with the property owners
and that is why the school, Lawrence

Hospital and Concordia College hire
their own security teams as necessary.
Also under the umbrella of safety,
we are in the process of improving
some of our green spaces throughout
the Village. Our refurbishment of
Sagamore Park is 99% complete
featuring new soft cushion surfaces,
handrails and protective gates
making it a much more child friendly
environment.
The same contractors have now
moved down to Maltby Field to
upgrade the soil as a first step and
create attractive passive open spaces
with benches and walkways.
Once a former ash pit, the current
soil has been tested and deemed nontoxic in any form, but it does contain
particulate matter and even the occasional glass shard. It will be replaced
with quality top soil so children can
safely play on it and residents can relax
on a blanket in comfort.
Concurrent with this project is an
upgrade of Leonard Morange Square,
the green space adjacent to the downtown side of the Metro North station.
Dead trees are being removed, broken
sidewalks replaced and plantings
enhanced. Safe passage in and through
the park is paramount due to the
number of commuters who traverse it
every day as well as the large number
of residents who take advantage of the

shady benches.
Upon completion of these
endeavors, our focus will turn more
toward the Kensington Road area.
Many groups of Trustees in the recent
past had hopes that private funds
would be used to beautify that area
in conjunction with residential development. As example, the most recent
development project which faded
along with the economy, required
the builder to install new sidewalks,
curbing, landscape and even bury all
the electrical wires in the area.
However, given the tepid interest
in the site for development at the
current time, we are discussing an
improvement plan that would be
undertaken by the Village in stages
based on our financial condition and
the ability to perhaps secure State
grant monies. We know work in that
area needs to be done and is clearly
overdue.
Our open spaces are so few and
thus so precious to the character of
the Village that their safety, maintenance and beauty must remain a high
priority.
Mary C. Marvin is the mayor of the
Village of Bronxville, New York. If you
have a suggestion or comment, consider
directing your perspective by directing
email to mayor@vobny.com.

focused on is completing the absentee
ballot count.”
Other GOP insiders indicated
surprise at the election results.
“Nobody expected that the
machine wouldn’t be able to pull
McDonald through,” said a top
GOP insider who is part of the state
committee.
Another GOP insider said that
“Skelos is to blame for even allowing
the same-sex marriage vote to hit the
floor. It created negative sentiment
between staffers. Many of us simply
didn’t want to hit the pavement for this
campaign.”
Now McDonald is in danger
of losing the Republican line this
November to Marchione, who is also
the Saratoga County Clerk, as the
razor-thin results from last week come
down to paper absentee ballots.
As of this writing, McDonald is
down by more than 100 votes.
The news that McDonald will
stay in the race is significant. Though
Marchione was clearly not supported

by the Republican establishment,
she did not accept the help of Carl
Paladino, a thorn to the leadership of
Senate Majority Leader Dean Skelos.
But with McDonald possibly
in the race through November,
Democrats now see a narrow opportunity for Robin Andrews, a little-known
candidate running in the district.
Though Andrews is an unknown,
he’s unbruised. With McDonald in
the race, Andrews, in a presidential
year, may actually become elevated into
becoming a contender.
“We’re looking at ways of helping
Andrews,” said a high-ranking
member of the Senate’s Democratic
Conference. “However, involvement will come down to additional
money and resources in a year when
Democrats are cash-stropped and
resources scarce.
McDonald’s presence through the
fall would also put unusual pressure on
Gov. Andrew Cuomo, too for possibly
an endorsement of the incumbent.
Cuomo stayed out of the fray in

the primary, possibly because polling
numbers had this contest too close to call.
Cuomo told reporters this week
he was disappointed that McDonald,
along with another pro-gay marriage
Republican, Sen. Stephen Saland,
fared poorly in their primaries.
Cuomo said he hopes both men
are re-elected, but stopped short of a
full endorsement.
However, talk is cheap. Cuomo
should’ve been there for McDonald.
He should’ve been there for Saland
too.
Either way, the pressure for
McDonald to be bounced from
the November race will intensify.
After decades of public service, Roy
McDonald will eventually succumb
and fade away not being known for
his courage on doing what was right,
but for a lesson he learned after doing
something wrong.

THE ALBANY CORRESPONDENT

Gay Marriage Aftermath
By CARLOS GONZALEZ

ALBANY, NY –
When the Tea Party
and
Conservative
Party agendas vowed
to “defeat all candidates
who voted in support of gay marriage,”
not many within in the GOP were
concerned.
“They’re radicals just making
noise,” said one Republican insider.
“It’s all jibberish,” said another.
The targets for September were
Senator’s Saland (Poughkeepsie),
Grisanti (Buffalo), Alesi (Perinton),
and McDonald (Saratoga). They were
the only four Republicans to back
same-sex marriage.
In Buffalo, Grisanti pulled away
with a safe victory, Alesi retired, Saland
appears to be inching away toward
victory.
However, a different story is
brewing for Roy McDonald, a

two-term incumbent with primary
results too close to call. The unofficial results placed opponent Kathleen
Marchione ahead by 122 votes - 6,815
to 6,693 - but that lead was reduced
to 106 after Saratoga County election
officials checked phoned-in results
against voting machine printouts.
In a post-primary bombshell, the
campaign of Senator Roy McDonald
has now indicated plans to stay in
the race through the general election,
presumably as an Independence Party
candidate.
That places Senate Republicans
in a difficult position as they strive to
remain in control of the Senate this
November. Republicans would need to
spend money in a race they shouldn’t
be having right now.
Senate Republican spokesman
Scott Reif was more cryptic and said
Friday morning (September 21, 2012)
that, “At this time, the only thing we’re

Carlos Gonzalez pens The Albany
Correspondent column. Direct comments
and inquiry to carlgonz1@gmail.com.
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Former NYC Mayor Ed Koch Endorses George Latimer for State Senate
NEW YORK, NY -- The Honorable
Ed Koch announced his endorsement
of NYS State Senate candidate and
Assemblyman George Latimer on
Tuesday, September 18, 2012, citing
George’s long record of bipartisan
accomplishments for Westchester
taxpayers, including significant tax
reductions and spending controls
while serving as the Chairman of the
County Board of Legislators and State
Assemblyman.
Mayor Koch explained his
endorsement: “As the former Mayor
of New York City, I recognize that in
order to serve the people effectively, you
must make tough decisions and to do
so you need the trust of the people you
represent. George Latimer has earned
that trust and I believe when he says
that he has and will continue to lower
taxes for Westchester families, he will

do just that. George has a long record
of delivering significant tax relief and
is committed to continuing that fight
in the State Senate. Westchester needs
an independent voice like George
Latimer in the State Senate who will

stand up to his party leadership if he
believes it is in the best interest of
local taxpayers. When George says
he’s going to lower your taxes, that’s
another pledge that I know he will
honor.”

Assemblyman George Latimer
pledged to continue working in a
bipartisan fashion to lower taxes, “Ed
Koch is still as tough, honest and
outspoken a leader as New York has
ever seen. His work making government more functional and open to the
public by working well with the entire
community, rather then just his party is
a model that I have followed my entire
career. Just like Mayor Koch identified and solved problems during his
administration in a bipartisan fashion, I
will continue to address the #1 concern
on many Westchester residents’ minds
by working hard to relieve the burden
placed on Westchester taxpayers. As a
State Senator I will continue working
on the specific legislation that I have
already sponsored in the Assembly
that will relieve county governments
of Medicaid costs, cap pension costs

for local governments, eliminate the
MTA Payroll tax and reinstate the
STAR rebate for homeowners. I thank
Mayor Koch for his support and look
forward to calling on his valuable
experiences to accomplish the goal of
lowering taxes for every New Yorker.”
George Latimer has served as
a State Assemblyman since 2004.
Prior that, he was a member of
the Westchester County Board of
Legislators, including two terms as
Chairman of the Board. During that
time, Latimer led the board during
three straight budgets yielding tax cuts
of nearly 8%. Taxes in Westchester
County were lower the day George
left as Chairman than when he began
that job.

INVESTIGATION

Junkyard Variance Approval Outcome Exacts Detrimental Outcome in Homefield
By HEZI ARIS

The latest chapter
of a three-years plus
alleged non-compliance by Sprain Road
Associates Inc., an
open air building material site, located at 1014 Saw Mill River
Road, in the Homefield section of
Yonkers continued its seemingly long
tale of subterfuge before Honorable
Judge Joan B. Lefkowitz, on Friday,
September 15, 2012. Michael Khader,
Esq., representing James M. Rogan,
owner of Sprain Road Associates
Inc., and Joseph A. Maria, Esq., representing the City of Yonkers, had barely
gotten their respective footing before
the judge when Mr Maria exclaimed
in horror, “Your Honor, I have received
disturbing news that more material is
being dumped… and there is a threat
of their going out of business… Time
is of the essence… There is personal
liability…”
Judge Lefkowitz focused on Mr
Khader who up to that point seemingly
feigned interest and childlike concern
at every word Mr Maria expressed. It
was at that exact moment that Judge
Lefkowitz said, “ I can’t believe you are
doing this… you are not in compliance
with my last ruling!”
Without a shred of concern,

remorse or even an increase in pitch to
his voice for those innocently affected,
Mr Khader non-chalantly responded
by saying, “ Your honor, 48 people are
let go… we are closing!”
Mr Maria, whose worse fears
were being realized beseeched the
Honorable Lefkowitz to impose an
order from that day forward forbidding any transport to and/or from the
building material holding facility.
Judge Lefkowitz was quick to
respond saying, “Have the transcript
written and I will sign it!”
Mr Maria advised later that
afternoon that he did indeed follow
the protocol set for him by Justice
Lefkowitz and that a “Stay” forbidding any transport to and/or from
the facility was to be conducted until
the next ruling by the court reconvenes. The case is expected to again
come before the court in October or
November.
It was three plus years ago that Mr
Rogan came before the City of Yonkers
to ask for a variance be afforded him
on his property then used as an auto
wrecking site, and on the adjacent
rental property which is owned by
Joe Ciunciulli, but is in its entirety
the grounds used for the purpose of
housing and storing building material.
The variance was granted.The variance

stipulated a maximum 10-foot high
wall tracing the property line be built
to confine the building material within
its operating area. A visual measurement attributes the height of the wall
to be 8 to 10 times the permitted stipulation, that is between 80 to 100 feet,
instead of the maximum permitted
10-foot height.
Editor’s Note: Joe Cianciulli is the
Zoning Board of Appeals Chairman. It is
before the Zoning Board of Appeals that a
variance is granted or denied.
One would suppose that members
of the Homefield Neighborhood
Association would reside in proximity to the facility, upon noticing
the perimeter wall boundary being
increased in stages over time to higher
levels, would have lodged complaints
in search of remedy.They did voice and
lodge complaints but were stymied by
a process that dismissed their plight
as less worthy than their businessman
adversary. The process did initially
acquiesce to their consternation and
ire. In time, they found the system
geared against them.
Yonkers Building Inspectors
would fine the operator, but it was to
no avail. The cost imposed by the court
was $2,500 and a time span within
which remedy was to be concluded
by compliance to court ruling. When

it was not, the process would repeat
itself year, after nauseatingly irritating
year after year. When such time as the
next court appearance was demanded
and compliance not accomplished, an
additional $2,500 fine was imposed.
In the meantime, the height of the
wall continued to be raised higher. The
court would repeat its admonitions.
The alleged culprit noted they did
not abide by the courts decree. They
never said they were sorry. They were
afforded and extension to remedy their
ways. They departed the courtroom
with a swagger that could be deciphered to mean they knew they had
swallowed the canary.
The dumping of material and
moving it about within the confined
area created clouds of dust when the
winds so chose, caught the dust and
debris and hurled it about at will.
Sometimes allowing it to alight a
porch, perhaps indoor rooms where a
window was left ajar to greet Mother
Nature’s cooling, soothing winds. Too
often the neighbors were vulnerable to
the assault they suffered to their nasal
cavaties, their eyes, their homes. It may
be said that only the local dry cleaner
and Laundromat were beneficiaries
of the circumstances that continued
unabated and unresolved. In fact, one
family has moved out of the area,

selling their home and departing
Yonkers because the quality of life had
diminished so, and the standards that
were claimed demanded to be adhered
to did not bring remedy to the plight
of seeming indifference they had
suffered too long.
It is being said that once, now
former Mayor Phil Amicone directed
legal action be taken further scrutiny
by the Buildings Department was
neutered. It was out of their hands.
They had no further say in the matter;
it was now an issue before the courts
and it was they who would pass judgment and a final decision.
A May or June 2012 meeting
of the Homefield Neighborhood
Association
invited
Yonkers
Mayor Mike Spano, Yonkers City
Councilman John Larkin, Yonkers
Chief of Staff Steve Levy, and Yonkers
Corporation Counsel Michael Curti
to be afforded an update regarding the
neighborhood’s concerns and quandary. Acting Commissioner William J.
Schneider was also in attendance. City
Hall advised the association to await
the court appearance described herein.
The concept of turning the
other cheek has again failed for those
seeking remedy from those who have
Continued on page 19
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nothing to achieve, much less sustain
compliance by its impotent nature,
and that the Yonkers City Charter
must be appended to contend with

the loopholes that promote the ability
of one to trample on the rights of
the public good and their quality of
life by those who have the temerity,
the gall, to dismiss even the courts by
scoffing at their verbose edicts that

cannot bring balance to the equation
of a system fraught with inequity and
disrespect of The People.

No anti-God platform would be
complete without taking Wite-Out™
to all things pro-Israel. Jews, take
note: Democrats’ 2012 platform
also “yanked” all previous pro-Israel
language, even refusing to acknowledge Jerusalem as her capital.
This, too, should come as little
surprise. Throughout his presidency,
Barack Obama has shown overt
hostility toward Israel – something no
other president in American history
has done. Instead, Obama has unapologetically sided with the Palestinian
Authority, the Muslim Brotherhood
and other Islamo-fascist radicals, all of
whom seek Israel’s total annihilation.
Even so, after widespread
Judeo-Christian outrage, language
referencing Israel was once again
restored.
Another too-little-too-late act of
desperation? Perhaps. As Friedrich
Nietzsche, one of the God-deniers
favorite
comrades-in-nothingness,
once said: “I’m not upset that you lied
to me, I’m upset that from now on I
can’t believe you.”
And then there’s Democrats’
sacred cow: abortion. Welcome to
today’s Democratic Party, where the
women are “sexually liberated” and
their offspring gravely imperiled.
Indeed, it was genuinely sad to see
such a parade of angry, hurting women
take the DNC stage to command,
with perverse pride, some phantom
“constitutional right” to snuff-out their
very own young (Bet she would’ve
looked like you, mom).
Their party platform is no better.
It “unequivocally” demands unfettered

abortion on demand, at taxpayer
expense, through the ninth month –
“regardless of ability to pay.”
By contrast, the Republican
platform aligns with the actual
Constitution, stating: “[T]he unborn
child has a fundamental individual
right to life which cannot be infringed.”
To be sure, it would have been
helpful if the DNC had included, in
its Glossary of Terms: “Reproductive
Freedom: noun 1) ‘Sexual liberation’
without consequence (i.e., hook-up,
cover-up, pay-up and shut-up.)”
I know. I’ve declared “war on
women.” But we conservatives believe
that sexual relativism comes at a cost
– one we refuse to subsidize. I prefer to
call it a “war for responsibility.”
Speaking of the “war on women,”
wasn’t it rich? The DNC featured, as
its heavy hitter, Bill Clinton – former
Preezy of the Sleazy, serial sexualharasser and, likely, so very much more.
They also had an emotional
tribute to late Sen. Teddy “splash-’Ndash” Kennedy. I wonder if Mary Jo’s
folks got free admission. Hypocrisy,
thy initials are D-N-C.
But at least the Democratic platform is “pro-education,” right?
Well, for the record, being “proeducation” means teaching little Billy
to read, not which eyeliner matches his
skirt. (Yes, this godless manifesto went
there too.)
Democrats signed-off on every
demand of radical “LGBT” pressure groups. They even put their
official stamp of approval on “samesex marriage,” a postmodern novelty
rejected in 32 of 32 states wherein “we

the people” have spoken.
No, this ain’t your father’s
Democratic Party. In fact, as the DNC
goes godless, I suspect quite a few
God-fearing Democrats are contemplating a break with tradition.
“Hope?”
Not so much.
“Change?”
Well, now maybe we’re on to
something.

Junkyard Variance Approval Outcome Exacts Detrimental Outcome in Homefield
Continued from page 18
the impertinence to step beyond
the intent and letter of the law. This
scenario proves without a doubt that

Yonkers Corporation Counsel does
not posses the tools to enforce compliance; that the Variances granted by
the Zoning Board of Appeals can do
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The Godless Democrats
By MATT BARBER

But whoever disowns
me before others, I
will disown before
my Father in heaven.
(Matthew 10:33)
Are you a believer? I’m not asking
if you’re a Democrat, a Republican
or an independent. I’m asking if you
believe in God. The God of Abraham,
Isaac and Jacob. The God of the living,
not the dead. The great “I Am.”
If so, here’s something to seriously consider in the voting booth on
Nov. 6. In its official 2012 version, the
Democratic Party finally scrubbed
all recognition of God from its party
platform. This was intentional. It was
by design. No one should have been
surprised. It was a long time coming.
In just the last decade or so,
extremist elements within the
Democratic establishment have
lodged a successful secular-socialist
coup. The alarming consequences of
this “progressive”triumph have become
manifest throughout the pages of the
DNC’s 2012 platform. They were also
on display at the recent Democratic
convention.
Slippery was the slope into
Democrats’ anti-theist primordial bog.
In 2004, there were seven mentions of
God in the platform. In 2008, there
was but one.
And in 2012?
None.
Zip, zero, nada.
Godless.
That is, until some in leadership realized that political fallout was
reaching, well, biblical proportions. On
Wednesday, in a highly contentious
and unprecedented move, the DNC
held a special session where, to a volley
of stadium-shaking boos, Democratic
leaders narrowly passed a resolution to
put “God” back in the platform.
It was transparent as anything
political can be. It was done out of
fear, not love; necessity, not respect;

incredulity, not fidelity. Nonetheless,
Democrats, like everyone, should be
grateful that God is more faithful to
them than they were to Him.
Still, what’s equally revealing is
what replaced God. The term “government” is referenced repeatedly – 55
times, in fact. Nearly each reference is
premised on the dubious claim that big
government can, and will, cure all of
humanity’s ills. The DNC even played
a promotional video proclaiming: “The
government is the only thing we all
belong to.”
Yikes.
True, the 2012 Republican Party
platform also mentions government,
but in the context of limiting its
size and scope – of protecting individual liberty from the authoritarian
monstrosity envisaged by Obama
and the DNC. As Ronald Reagan
observed: “Government is not the
solution to our problem; government
is the problem.”
The Republican platform also
acknowledges God. Twelve times, in
fact. And each acknowledgement falls
within the framework of “our country’s Judeo-Christian heritage.” This
heritage is something the Democratic
Party both stubbornly denies and
viscerally abhors.
Shortly after the DNC released
its secularist platform, I tweeted: “Well,
Democrats are officially ‘godless’ …”
Zack Ford, a “progressive” blogger
with ThinkProgress.org, captured, I
think, the general consensus among
Democratic movers-and-shakers. He
tartly replied: “Good!”
Another of my Twitter followers,
@redandright, answered: “In all fairness to the DNC, I think He [God]
requested it.”
She may be on to something.
How beautiful are your tents,
O Jacob, and your dwelling places,
O Israel! … Blessed is the one who
blesses you, and cursed is the one who
curses you! (Numbers 24:5, 9)

C L A S S I F I ED A D S
Office Space AvailablePrime Location, Yorktown
Heights
1,000 Sq. Ft.: $1800. Contact
Wilca: 914.632.1230

Prime Retail Westchester County
Best Location in Yorktown
Heights
1100 Sq. Ft. Store $3100; 1266
Sq. Ft. store $2800 and 450 Sq.
Ft. Store $1200.

Matt Barber (@jmattbarber on Twitter)
is an attorney concentrating in constitutional law. He serves as Vice President of
Liberty Counsel Action. (This information is provided for identification purposes
only.)

LEGAL
NOTICES
Notice of Formation

Hunt Woods Manor Design LLC Arts.
of Org. filed with SSNY 7/2/2012.
Off. Loc.: Westchester Cnty. SSNY
designated as agent of LLC whom
process may be served. SSNY shall
mail process to: c/o The LLC, 171
Central Parkway, Mount Vernon, NY
10552. Purpose: all lawful activities.
New York State Department of State
Division of Corporations, State Records and Uniform Commercial Code
Albany, NY
Articles of Organization of The Wellness Well Limited Liability Company
Under Section 203 of the liability company is: The Wellness Well Limited Liability Company.
The county, within this state, in which
the office of the limited liability company is to be located is: Westchester
The Secretary of State is designated
as agent of the limited liability company upon whom process against it
may be served. The address within
or without this state to which the
Secretary of State shall mail a copy
of any process against the limited liability company served upon him is:
The Wellness Well, 160 Underhill Avenue, West Harrison, NY 10604, USA,
Organizer, Wanakee Hill
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Why Katyn Still Haunts Us
By LARRY M. ELKIN

The Katyn massacre
was a small affair by
the standards of 20th
century atrocities. A
mere 15,000 of Poland’s
most
accomplished
men died in that Russian forest, along
with about 7,000 others elsewhere.
Statistically, this pales in comparison to the vast numbers – ranging from
hundreds of thousands well into the
millions – who died under conditions
not even fit to be called bestial, in events
that spanned decades. Apart from the
geographically dispersed Holocaust,
we know these events mostly by their
locations, rather than by the identities of
their perpetrators or victims: Armenia,
Nanking, Cambodia and Rwanda, to
name just a few of the worst.
Yet the specter of Katyn, with its
images of skeletal victims still cloaked in
their overcoats and uniforms, continues
to haunt us. Why?
Possibly because we have been

burdened by the suspicion, now all
but confirmed, that our own leaders
knew the awful truth about Katyn but
pretended they did not.
The Associated Press recently
reported on newly declassified documents supporting the view that
President Franklin Roosevelt and his
administration knew that Soviet forces,
our World War II allies, carried out the
Katyn massacre but pretended that it
was the work of the Nazi enemy.
Two American prisoners of war,
Capt. Donald B. Stewart and Lt. Col.
John H. Van Vliet Jr., were among a
group of American and British POWs
that the Germans brought to Katyn as
witnesses when the mass graves were
uncovered in 1943. German forces had
only recently captured the area from the
Soviets, who invaded the eastern half of
Poland at the outset of the war, while
Germany attacked from the west.
Though Stewart and Van Vliet
were loath to believe the Germans’accusations against the Soviets, both soldiers

made it clear when they later discussed
the incident that they were convinced
of Soviet guilt. Stewart testified about
Katyn in 1951; Van Vliet wrote reports
1945 and 1950. Despite this, the United
States continued to insist that it had
lacked enough evidence to be sure who
was behind the killings until 1990,
when Mikhail Gorbachev publicly
admitted Russian guilt.
The newly revealed documents,
however, show that Allied commanders
were able to exchange coded messages
with some of the prisoners held by
Germany. Van Vliet received such a
message in 1943, a few months after he
viewed the mass graves, asking for his
opinion of Katyn. According to The AP,
Gen. Clayton Bissell noted that Van
Vliet and Stewart both responded to
the request. Stewart substantiated this
in a 1950 statement, saying, “Content
of my report was aprx (approximately):
German claims regarding Katyn
substantially correct in opinion of Van
Vliet and myself.”
This information makes it very
difficult to credit the argument that the
U.S. government did not have enough

evidence to be sure of Soviet guilt at the
time, much less all the way until 1990.
Even if we find the decision reprehensible, we can at least understand why
FDR would have chosen in 1943 to
conceal the news that our Soviet allies
committed the Katyn massacre. Joseph
Goebbels, Nazi Germany’s minister of
propaganda, hoped to use the revelation as a wedge between the Allies.
(It worked, to a degree; Stalin severed
diplomatic relations with the Polish
government-in-exile that was based in
London.) FDR may well have believed
that staying mum about Katyn was for
the greater good, at least while the war
continued.
Perhaps if he had survived until
the end of the war, Roosevelt would
have come forward and condemned
the atrocity. Maybe he would have
apologized for having participated in
covering it up. We will never know.
But the inconsistent response
to inhumane behavior, depending
on whether the perpetrator is friend
or foe, was not unique to the 1940s.
Oppression and injustice committed by
allied regimes, such as Mubarak’s Egypt

or the House of Saud, receive much
less official attention than comparable abuses committed by hostile
governments in places like Cuba and
Myanmar.
The tragedy of the Polish massacres
is long past, but the legacy of turning a
blind eye when it is politically expedient
is alive and well. Call it Realpolitik.
Call it pragmatism. Maybe just call it
indifference.
It may be a fact of life, but it is just
as ugly now as it was 70 years ago.
Larry M. Elkin, CPA, CFP®, president
of Palisades Hudson Financial Group a
fee-only financial planning firm headquartered in Scarsdale, NY. The firm offers
estate planning, insurance consulting,
trust planning, cross-border planning,
business valuation, family office and business management, executive financial
planning, and tax services. Its sister firm,
Palisades Hudson Asset Management,
is an independent investment advisor
with about $950 million under
management. Branch offices are in
Atlanta and Ft. Lauderdale. Website:
www.palisadeshudson.com.

OP-ED

Ayn Rand’s “Atlas Shrugged” – Like any Blind Ideology – Based on Irrationality
By RICH MONETTI

Ayn Rand believes
government is inefficient. She wrote Atlas
Shrugged to let us know.
If you feel the need to
confirm, just take a trip to the DMV.
As horrible as that sounds, it would
save you the bother of suffering
through 1,200 pages of this Paul Ryan
gospel that is as an unrealistic Utopia
as the one she’s against. Here’s an
explanation of the irrationality that
brought her to us.  
I had long been intrigued by the
book’s cover and couldn’t avoid the
unusual name as blindsided market
economics grew.   I picked up her
first novel, “We, the Living.” This
was a study in how the pursuit of the
communist ideal led the country into
crippling backwardness and horrific
terror. Incrementally detailing the
descent, the tragic ending of the main
character served as a victory to the
human spirit nonetheless.  
Atlas Shrugged was next.   In real
life, Ayn Rand’s escape was far less
dramatic, but the experience obviously
drove her life’s work. Unfortunately,
it influenced her to the point of

irrationality.
I know the feeling.  An incident
in my life can sometimes suspend the
equal consideration that all should be
given. Prejudice. I was wronged by
a group – an occupation – and find
myself lumping the entire field to the
individual who crossed me.
I keep it in check but it is valuable to see how people succumb to
this emotion.   Hello Ayn Rand. The
Soviet Union was its brother’s keeper.
Individually, the results will be mixed
but applying across a society is looking
for trouble.The catastrophic incidences
are sadly numerous.
Thus ensconced in the opposite
extreme, Rand’s irrationality remained
nowhere near in check but that doesn’t
mean her outlook lacks rational
purpose. “Great men” took risks and
made super human efforts to cross
the oceans, build the railroads and link
the world via transatlantic and coaxial
cables. And she’s correct in saying that
societies often unfairly criticize the
virtue of those efforts – especially in
consideration of the riches it brings
them.
Dagny Taggart and Hank
Rearden are the primary victims of

the stagnant ideology that overtook
the world. They and their kind simply
wanted to produce and earn based
solely on their ability to meet demand.
I say, God Bless ‘em
Unfortunately, this doesn’t sound
like the present day “destroyers” who
brought down the world economy.
Through K-Street, too many seek
unfair advantage over competitors
with little regard for public safety.
Or they’ll just break the law.
HSBC is under investigation for laundering the drug money of Mexican
cartels and they’re not the first. The
government will settle any suit for
chump change.
Why? Because they are armed
with lawyers who will drag out the
process and make the government
look bad. I doubt Hank Rearden
would approve.
Rand then turns to an industrial
class that has gone on strike. They
feel the world does not appreciate the
abundant opportunity they’ve provided
through the ages. Can the same be said
of the Apple supplier Foxconn? It was
forced to place netting around the
housing of its semi-enslaved Chinese
workers to reduce suicides by workers

bored by the monotony of tasks and
by horrendous conditions living and
working conditions.
In turn, dire working conditions
go unreported around the world in
compliance with a media that protects
the overlords. Right here, a Florida
super market chain called Publix,
among many others, employed human
labor trafficking practices to increase
its bottom line.
But the unfettered system of capitalism that multinational companies
enjoy does lead to the general uplift of
those host societies, according to Alan
Greenspan.
That’s clearly Utopia-speak. Still,
adding up the pluses and minuses may
justify the pain. Given the unfortunate
state of the human condition, across
the landscape of history and its horror,
all possibly go under the heading of the
price of doing business.
Why then can she not extend this
to the operation of government?
Did I mention irrationality, which
I estimate is why Atlas succumbed
nonviolently to the said dystopia. In
this, she’s warning of the most likely
manner in which our democratic
system would fall to communism. The

Bush tax cuts ready for repeal, our fate
is sealed.
Please!!!
Aside from inefficiency and
Solyndra type sweetheart deals,
increasing taxes helps the government dole out political power – thus
amounting to poor use of capital
and distorting market place values.
Of course, I don’t see Exxon / Mobil
or the nuclear industry deferring on
corporate welfare.
Given the human condition
across the landscape of history, this
unfortunately amounts to the price of
doing business. Let’s just say, business
needs government to save itself from
itself and government needs business
to save itself from itself.
Despite the straightforward
concept, it’s understandable how Ayn
Rand’s irrational experience tainted
her work. But Paul Ryan and all those
who think Atlas Shrugged is a biblical
blue print for all economic considerations – God help us.
Rich Monetti lives in Somers. He’s been
a freelance writer covering Westchester
County since 2003. Peruse his work at
http://rmonetti.blogspot.com/
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Letter to the Editor

Fracking

Yesterday, September 20, 2012,
Environment New York released a
report “The Costs of Fracking” which
exposed the hidden economic downside to fracking. The environmental
damage done by this destructive drilling
in other states – contaminating water,
making families sick, and ruining our
forests – is bad enough by itself. But to
add insult to injury, our research shows
that, when the boom is over, we’ll get
stuck with the bill.
I was particularly struck by the fact
that the truck traffic needed to deliver
water to a single fracking well causes as
much damage to local roads as nearly
3.5 million car trips. In Pennsylvania,
this translated to the state estimating
that they needed to spend $265 million

in 2010 to fix the damage.
Like every other polluting boom,
the new gas rush looks seductively like
a “get rich quick” scheme. But history
tells a different story. Decades after
Pennsylvania’s coal mining boom,
Pennsylvania is now stuck with $5
billion in cleanup costs, and those old
mining companies are long gone.
The staggering health and environmental tolls of fracking are reason
enough to ban the practice. But it also
turns out that dirty drilling means
dollars down the drain.
David VanLuven
David VanLuven is the Director
of Environment New York, a statewide
grassroots advocacy organization.
www.environmentnewyork.org

A Retort to “The
‘Gay’ Activist Science
Deniers”

The September 13, 2012, Op-Ed in
The Westchester Guardian, “The ‘Gay’
Activist Science Deniers” written by
J. Matt Barber, impressed me as little

more than a homophobic rant, replete
with anti-gay venom and vituperation.
The “science” he cites to bolster his
point of view is akin to the “studies”
cited by right-wing human climate
change deniers that any climate change
is due to the sun getting hotter, or
better, ante-bellum southern preachers
citing the bible to justify slavery. What
they all have in common is that if you
take a pre-determined position on
any issue you can always find some
“authoritative” source to justify your
irrational prejudice. Nothing that to
me resembles an intelligent, dispassionate study of the “gay problem’, a
problem created more by the likes of
the author of this article than one that
exists in reality.
The “studies” cited by the author
(from the Focus on the Family, a
homophobic group) of this article
is anything but authoritative. To be
specific, this author states that children
brought up in a gay environment are
20 times more likely to themselves
grow up gay. This is simply a lie, or
if that word is too strong for some, a

misstatement of the facts. The fact,
denied by bible-based religionists,
is that sexual orientation is NOT a
preference, but one biologically determined. Did heterosexuals “choose” to
be heterosexuals? Although it has not
been established beyond reasonable
doubt, the vast majority of research on
the subject overwhelmingly supports
the biological origin of sexual orientation. Hence, the future sexual
orientation of a child, will in no way
be impacted by having been nurtured
in either a gay, or heterosexual environment. Gay adults originated in a
heterosexual environment; an inconvenient truth for the author of this article.
The author of this article seems
to be mired in the notion that children growing up in a gay environment
will suffer from the “toxicity” of a
gay environment – that under such
“adverse” conditions they will grow
up to be neurotic, anti-social and god
only knows what other mental or
other emotional aberration this author
would attribute to them. Needless to
point out that the plethora of messed

up children in this country come from
heterosexual families. The author
seems to want to point out a sharply
divided contrast between an invariably healthy heterosexual environment
versus an invariably venomous homosexual one. Reality is not as simple
as this author would like it to be. At
issue is which environment is best for
a child; a gay environment in which
the couple has willingly and lovingly
adopted a child, or a dysfunctional
straight environment in which an
incompetent, abusive couple reluctantly brought a child into the world?
If there is any truth that gay children
have psychological problems, the cause
of the problem is much more due to
an intolerant sociological environment,
not in any way endemic to the essence
of homosexuality.
I view this article to be reprehensible, in what seems to me, is its clear
homophobic intent.
George Deane
Riverdale, New York

ED KOCH COMMENTARY

My Reaction to President Obama’s Response to the Incidents in Egypt, Libya and Elsewhere
By EDWARD I. KOCH

The New York Times
of September 17,
reported that, “[i]n
Iran, the commander
of
the
powerful
Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps,
Gen. Mohammad Ali Jafari, took
the unusual step of holding a news
conference on Sunday to warn that
‘nothing will remain’ in Israel if it or
any other nation launches attacks
against his country. He said that Iran
and its allies - presumably Hezbollah
in Lebanon and Hamas in Gaza would retaliate at Israel’s borders, as
would Iran itself in Israel and beyond,
targeting American military bases in
the Persian Gulf and shutting down
the Strait of Hormuz. Iran has often
threatened to counter any attack, but
the general’s threats were unusually
specific and signaled Iran’s intent to
turn any possible attack into a regional
conflict. ‘Our response to Israel is
clear: I think nothing will remain of
Israel,’ General Jafari said, according
to an account by The Associated Press.
‘Given Israel’s small land area and its
vulnerability to a massive volume of
Iran’s missiles, I don’t think any spot in
Israel will remain safe.’ General Jafari
also confirmed, in what appeared to
be the clearest terms so far, that some
high-level advisers from his elite unit
were working in Syria and Lebanon,

underscoring how deeply intertwined
the many conflicts in the region have
become.”
So now we have one of Iran’s top
generals joining the president of Iran
in calling for the destruction of Israel.
The Iranian general threatens Israel’s
total demise and destruction “if [Israel]
or any other nation launches attacks
against his country.” The Iranian president’s longstanding calls for Israel’s
destruction have always been unconditional. Israel is normally referred to
by Iranian government officials as the
“little Satan” and the U.S. as the “big
Satan.”
You can be sure that if and when
Iran develops a nuclear bomb and a
rocket capable of reaching the U.S., we
here in the U.S. will be at risk simply
because we exist. The fanatic Muslims
engaged in jihad against Western civilization have as their goal the total
destruction of Western civilization
which they both envy and hate. Their
ultimate objective is to convert the
world to Islam.
There are very few Jews left in
most Arab countries. In some countries, none. They were forced to flee
after Israel became a state in 1948.
Many Christian Arabs in Arab countries including those living under the
Palestinian Authority on the West
Bank, have left their homelands as a
result of persecution by their Muslim

countrymen. Neither Bethlehem nor
Nazareth are cities with a Christian
majority. The Arab Christian population of the Palestinian territories
has dropped to just 2 percent. Many
of those fleeing their countries have
sought and found refuge in the U.S.
The Coptic Christians who remain
in Arab countries, approximately 10
million in Egypt, live in great fear and
have suffered pogroms at the hands of
their Muslim neighbors. Christians are
also in danger in Iraq, Afghanistan and
Pakistan.
The recent attacks on American
embassies in Egypt and Libya
- including the deaths of Chris
Stevens, the American Ambassador
to Libya, and three other U.S. diplomatic personnel in Libya - have been
followed by anti-American demonstrations in Afghanistan, Pakistan,
Lebanon, Tunisia, Yemen, Sudan,
Nigeria, Iraq and Iran. Why should
anyone be surprised? The Arab and
Muslim countries hate the U.S., even
those like Egypt, Libya and Tunisia,
who have recently overthrown Arab
despots during the so-called “Arab
Spring,” with the assistance of the U.S.
and other Western countries.
Those who were helped by the
Western countries to overthrow
their despots immediately became
Islamist states threatening the U.S.
In Afghanistan where we have spent

billions in seeking to create a democratic government, the Afghan army
and police of the government we
are now supporting and defending
against the Taliban are responsible for
the killing of American and NATO
soldiers training them. According to
The New York Times of September
16, “[t]he six deaths [on Friday,
September 14] brought to 51 the
number of coalition service members
killed this year in insider attacks. The
toll has already well exceeded last year’s
total of 35 killed in such violence.”
Training the Afghan security forces is
the publicly-sated reason of the U.S. as
to why we are remaining until 2014.
We should evacuate all of our troops
from Afghanistan immediately.
We know that when the President
publicly stated Egypt was not an ally,
he could have said the same about Iraq,
Pakistan and Afghanistan.The Muslim
world believes the U.S. is not willing or
able to use military action against Iran.
It knows from the immediate and
recent sacking of our embassies in both
Egypt and Libya with the security
forces in both those countries refusing
to protect the American embassies,
that the U.S. is not prepared or willing
to punish those countries. Normally
in such cases, is it unreasonable to
expect our Ambassadors -- those still
alive -- to be recalled? Is it unreasonable to immediately cut off as much

as remains of the $2 billion annual
appropriation to Egypt and whatever
we are providing Libya? Is it unreasonable to prohibit Americans from
going to both Egypt and Libya as
tourists because of the physical danger
to them? Egypt’s economy depends on
tourism to balance its budget.
President Obama on a number of
occasions has publicly stated, “I have
Israel’s back.” I don’t know what that
means in practice. I believe he should
publicly state, as Senator Daniel
Inouye of Hawaii said back in January
of this year that an attack by Iran on
Israel would be considered an attack
on the U.S. that would elicit an immediate military response.
Former Secretary of Defense
Robert Gates said in February 2011,
“Any future defense secretary who
advises the president to again send
a big American land army into Asia
or into the Middle East or Africa
should ‘have his head examined,’ as
General [Douglas] MacArthur so
delicately put it.” I agree with him, but
that should not preclude our using
our extraordinary airpower -- rockets,
planes and drones - our Navy and our
stunning Special Forces where needed.
The Honorable Edward Irving Koch
served as a member of Congress from New
York State from 1969 through 1977, and
New York City as its 105thMayor from
1978 to 1989.
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Reform An Elusive Goal

and it may have contributed to the
climate, which led to the guillotining
of Marie Antoinette and her husband,
King Louis XVI.
Although it cannot be stated with
certainty that New York State’s legislature is the worst of the fifty, and there
may be several rivals for that title who
are even more deficient in particular
areas, it is generally known that New
York is close to the bottom, which is a
pathetic location for the Empire State,
whose motto is excelsior.
Our governance is unsatisfactory
in areas, which go beyond the personal
corruption of public officials. There is
an institutional standoff in the bicameral legislature. The gerrymandered
houses are dominated by their leaders,
who make decisions on issues, which
are important to them. Individual
legislators are forced to toe the party
line, under threat of budgetary reprisals
and political isolation.
“Reform” proposals are made
periodically and good government
groups often rate legislators on their

responses to these initiatives. Some
measures will sometimes pass one
house or another, but the track record
on laws approved by both houses and
signed by the governor is meager. The
politicians have found a way to appear
to support reform without risking
any privileges and prerogatives that
they might lose if reforms were to be
enacted. Legislators, who generally
behave like other people, not much
better and not worse, cannot be relied
upon to voluntarily limit their own
authority. Rattling the bars of their
cages in Albany is unlikely to induce
any leopards to change their spots, or
any lions to lie down with lambs.
In a political universe, the way to
achieve change is to elect people who
are committed to it, and to watch them
like hawks to see that they do not
retrogress or submit to the rule of the
power brokers who have run the store
for decades.
An attempt at such oversight occurred in 2011 as a result of
Governor Cuomo’s stated desire to

turn around state government. The
Joint Commission on Public Ethics
was established through the Public
Integrity Reform Act of 2011. The
commission has the authority to
oversee and investigate the legislative
and executive branches along with
lobbying entities in matters of ethics
and disclosure. Many consider the
rules governing its decision making
process to be overly inhibitive, due to
the nearly unanimous voting requirements for launching an investigation.
After its first meeting regarding a
matter of investigation, The Governor
mentioned the possibility of creating
another panel in order to make sure
that the scope of the probe was appropriately broad.
It will take coalitions of likeminded individuals and organizations
to change Albany’s ways. It will take
years, and there will be disappointments and defeats along the way.
Individuals you have helped elect may
turn out to be unstable, ineffective or
malleable.
Nonetheless, the struggle must
continue. If we give up, the public sector
may deteriorate further due to a lack of
citizen participation and oversight. We

Of Puerto-Rican descent, she speaks
Spanish fluently and when she
meets people of similar ancestry she
does what she calls “dropping some
palabras (words) on them.” Mr. Cruz,
also bilingual, is one of those people
whom you instantly feel comfortable with and know you’re going to
like. After the introduction, Annette
switched our seats so we could spend
the evening chatting with this fascinating man who was one of the guest
speakers at the event.
From the moment our rear
ends landed on the chairs, Mr. Cruz
and I were off to the races with a
plethora of political issues, ranging
from the “Bay of Pigs” invasion and
the “Cuban Missile Crisis” of the
Kennedy Administration, to the “Cap
and Trade Bill, ObamaCare” and the
socialist policies of President Barack
Obama. Mr. Cruz knows better than
most about the horrible conditions
under which people are forced to
live in a socialist (read: communist)
dictatorship. He grew up in Cuba
under the tyrannical rule of Fulgencio
Battista. When he was 17, he was
arrested and charged with speaking

out against the government. During
his incarceration he was severely
beaten by prison guards every 4 hours.
He described the pain as almost
unbearable to the point of being
unable to feel his hands and legs. In
1957, at the age of 18, he managed to
flee the communist island and make
his way to Austin, Texas with $100
sewn into his underwear. Although
he didn’t speak English, he had an
insatiable desire for education and
a strong work ethic. He found a job
washing dishes and worked 7 days a
week to pay for a college education at
the University of Texas, where he met
his future wife.
They immersed themselves
in mathematics, and after graduation they started their own business,
doing seismic data processing for
oil companies. And from this very
difficult start in life, they raised a
son who became the State Solicitor
General, representing Texas in cases
before the Supreme Court of the
United States. Among the General’s
victories was the defense of the Ten
Commandments monument that
stands on the state capitol grounds.

Cruz won a 5-4 decision of the high
court. He also defended the Pledge
of Allegiance and won a unanimous decision after a federal court
of appeals ruled against the words,
“one nation under God.” Now, after
his primary victory over Lieutenant
Governor David Dewhurst, the son
of a Cuban immigrant, who came to
this country to experience freedom
and opportunity, is about to be elected
to the Senate, the most powerful
legislative body in the world.
Ted Cruz says of his dad: “When
I was a kid, my father used to say
to me all the time, ‘When we faced
oppression in Cuba, I had a place to
flee to. If we lose our freedom here,
where do we go?’” Where indeed! He
told us about the Castro government’s
rationing of food, clothing and all the
other things we take for granted. “The
people are allowed to buy a pound
of meat per month,” he said. “If you
violate the rules, you get thrown in a
prison cell for years,” he added. He
told us of a friend from Cuba who
visited Texas and went to dinner at a
restaurant. “When he saw the size of
the steak on his plate he broke down

JCOPE Off to a Slow Start; Can the Legislature Cure Itself?
By HENRY J. STERN

NEW YORK, NY –The
issue of ethics reform
in Albany has bounced
around for several years.
Everyone is supposed to
favor it, but somehow it never happens.
The controversy caught fire in
2006 when the Brennan Center for
Justice, affiliated with New York
University School of Law, was said to
have concluded that New York State
had the most dysfunctional legislature
in the country. It has been disputed
whether that phrase actually appears
in the report. That to us is akin to
the historical question: Did Marie
Antoinette, Queen of France, actually
say, “Let them eat cake” when she was
told that the peasants in France had no
bread?
In fact, there is no evidence that
she used those words, and the phrase
must be considered an urban legend.
But it resonated as a statement of royal
disdain for the plight of poor people,

live in a competitive world, with other
nations, states and provinces vying for
our assets and resources.
We are not accusing people of
evil designs, although that locution
applies to a few. The problem is that
the current course of self-serving
conduct is accepting a situation that is
unsustainable. The sooner New York
recognizes this, the easier it will be to
change course.
Governor Cuomo is the key
player here. What he does in the next
two years will impact both the future
of the state and his own prospects
for advancement? His election and
his first twenty months have given
us hope, but the disappointments we
suffered under his predecessors make
our reading of the future guarded.
How long will the governor stick to
his professed ideals? And what will
happen if he feels compelled to yield
on one point or on many? And what
will be the effect of next year’s mayoral
election on the city-state dynamic?
Sadly, time is not our friend.

crying,” Rafael said. “This would feed
my family for a month,” the man said
humbly. When Mr. Cruz got up to
speak to the GOP assemblage, he
was even more passionate as he talked
about the greatness of our country.
“Except for the Bible, the 2 greatest
documents ever written are the U.S.
Constitution and the Declaration
of Independence,” he said, with
fingers jabbing at the air. Sadly, many
Americans take their freedom for
granted. They need to spend an hour
with Rafael Cruz to get an idea of
how lucky they are.

Henry J. Stern is the founder and president of New York Civic.

WEIR ONLY HUMAN

Only in America
By BOB WEIR

If
you’ve
ever
wondered whether
leadership can be
passed on to children
from the genetic
makeup of their parents, you should
meet Rafael Cruz, the father of Ted
Cruz, who has recently won the GOP
nomination for U.S. Senator from
Texas. My wife Annette and I had
the pleasure of sitting with the senior
Cruz on Tuesday evening at a dinner
meeting of the Flower Mound, Texas
Republican Club. Anyone who
knows me can tell you that I love a
stirring political debate. I’ve been
involved in politics from within and
without for most of my adult life, and
I pride myself in being well-versed
on significant issues, both national
and local. Annette, a better politician
than I’ll ever be, quickly seized the
moment, introducing herself to Mr.
Cruz and launching into Spanish as a
way of making an ethnic connection.

Bob Weir is a veteran of 20 years with
the New York Police Dept. (NYPD), ten
of which were performed in plainclothes
undercover assignments. Bob began a
writing career about 12 years ago and
had his first book published in 1999. Bob
went on to write and publish a total of
seven novels, “Murder in Black and
White,” “City to Die For,” “Powers that
Be,” “Ruthie’s Kids,” “Deadly to Love,”
“Short Stories of Life and Death,” and
“Out of Sight.” He also became a syndicated columnist under the title “Weir
Only Human.”
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83-year-old Survives Holocaust, Falls Victim to Illusion of U.S. Justice
Gizella Weisshaus Awaits October 1st Decision of The U.S. Supreme Court
by Kevin McKeown
As a young girl, Gizella Weisshaus
survived Auschwitz and came to
America. As she approaches her 84th
birthday in November, she counts
herself as another kind of victim- one
on the growing list of people ensnarled
in the statewide attorney ethics scandal
shaking the New York State Court
system.
At the age of fourteen, Gizella
witnessed how the Hungarian Police,
in cooperation with the SS and under
the cover of darkness, confiscated her
family’s home and placed her and her
loved ones in a concentration camp.
Victimized again over the last 20-years
in America, Gizella’s family has lost two
homes and a commercial building,
but this time from a different group of
tyrants- those politically connected in
the legal community.

Holocaust Survivor meets
New York “Ethics”
Mrs. Weisshaus was the named plaintiff in the 1996-filed historic lawsuit
against Swiss banks that, after being
designated as a class action proceeding,
was settled in 1998 on behalf of thousands of Holocaust survivors for $1.25
billion. The lawsuit sought compensation from Swiss banks for emptying
Jewish accounts that had lain dormant
since the war.

Gizella that his New York State ethic’s
office had requested a written answer
to her complaint from attorney Fagan.
Edward Fagan then hired his own
lawyer.

Letter to Self

Gizella, however, opted out of that
settlement because, she says, certain
involved attorneys were more interested in paying themselves millions of
dollars- even before some of the survivors had received any money.
She would also learn, she says, that
someone “manufactured” a necessary amended complaint in 2000 by
backdating that court document to
1997. And she would further find
that, in an unrelated estate proceeding
where she was the executrix, her own
lawyer, Edward D. Fagan, had failed
to deposit more than $82,000.00 into
an attorney escrow account choosing,
instead, to use the money for a variety
of his own personal expenses. Gizella
initially trusted attorney Fagan to

represent her, not only in the estate
matter, but also in the filing against the
Swiss banks- and from where Fagan
ultimately received millions of dollars
in legal fees.

The Devil’s Advocate
After Gizella realized that Fagan was
defrauding her, an attorney ethics
complaint soon followed. In a letter
dated May 6, 1998, then-Attorney
Disciplinary Chief Counsel, Hal R.
Lieberman, wrote to Gizella to advise
that since her complaint against
attorney Edward Fagan had involved
an “ongoing criminal proceeding”
his office would await the outcome
of that proceeding before concluding
their disciplinary investigation. ThenChief Counsel Lieberman also advised

Approximately 9 weeks later, in a July
15, 1998 dated formal answer to the
charges against him, attorney Fagan’s
lawyer submitted a 6-page denial of
the various charges made by Mrs.
Weisshaus. Astonishingly, attorney
Fagan’s lawyer, who he had recently
engaged, was none other than Hal R.
Lieberman who, in a 9-week period
of time, had left his position as Chief
Counsel of the New York Supreme
Court, Appellate Division, First
Department Disciplinary Committee
to join the law firm Beldock Levin &
Hoffman, LLP.
So, essentially, on July 15, 1998
private attorney Hal Lieberman was
responding to himself-- to his own
May 6, 1998 letter wherein he, as
the New York state-employed Ethics
Chief Counsel had advised Gizella of
the request for a written answer from
the attorney she had filed a complaint
against, and the same person who was
to be Lieberman’s client-- Edward
Fagan.
It would take 12 years before Gizella
would see some justice from the
complaint she filed against her former

attorney, Ed Fagan, for embezzling
from her escrow account.
But that justice would not come from
New York but from New Jersey. Gizella
says, “New York stonewalled and
whitewashed my complaint against
Fagan, and dismissed it without due
process and with disregard to the
conflict of interest by attorney Hal
Lieberman.”
New York officials finally disbarred Ed
Fagan, but only after the State of New
Jersey took action and revoked his law
license in the Garden State.
In 2009, Gizella’s experience was
presented by her grandson, Rabbi
Yoel Weisshaus, to a New York State
Senate Judiciary Committee during
a hearing on the rampant corruption
surrounding the lack of ethics oversight in the New York State Court
system.
In May of 2012, the Weisshaus v Fagan
case made its way to The United States
Supreme Court. Gizella Weisshaus
will find out at 10:00am on Monday,
October 1, 2012, whether the U.S.
Supreme Court has any interest in
correcting the needless wrongs thrust
upon her by those covering-up a
corrupted legal system in her America.
To read filed papers and related
information, GO TO: www.
TheNewYorkBulletin.com

Holistic Health Services
ADVERTISEMENT

My name is Diana N. O’Neill, and I’m a Holistic Health Practitioner. I‘ve earned my degrees
from the American Institute of Holistic Theology, and I am board-certified by the American
Association of Drugless Practitioners. I adhere to the highest standards of research and
professionalism, and dedicate myself to the physical, mental and spiritual well-being of
my clients.
I will help you uncover your inner healing power, by counseling you to discover the
effect of your illness. You’ll be guided through the phases of acknowledgement
and naming, claiming (excepting), and letting go. I will journey with you during
challenging times, such as grieving a loved one, recovering from a negative relationship, as well as experiences that seem initially strange and unknowable. You’ll
also learn how to employ meditation to achieve greater clarity and purpose.
My years of study have enabled me to expertly direct you through these drugless alternatives to healing:

· Chakra Therapy
· Counseling

· E
 xploring the course of illness by ministering to body, mind and spirit
· E nergy Healing: Reikki-Therapeutic Touch-Laying on of hands,
· Hypnotism
· Guided Meditation
· Power of Prayer/Mind Power
· Spiritual and Psychic Healing
· Spiritual Development
Please contact me at my office at:
By appointment only
Holistic Health Services
Free consultation will be
Diana N. O’Neill, Holistic Health Practitioner
given on first visit
1600 Harrison Avenue, Suite 307A
Mamaroneck, New York 10543

914.630.1928

ADVERTISEMENT
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Save up to 5,100 off
2-for-1 fares & FREE air*
$

Your World. Your Way. Oceania Cruises is the world’s only upper-premium cruise line and offers an unrivaled
combination of the finest cuisine, elegant accommodations, personalized service and extraordinary value. And aboard
the brand new Riviera, and her sisiter Marina, you’ll experience the most elegant ships to debut in the past 50 years.

Caribbean Hideaways

Ultimate Southern Caribbean

10 nights, Jan 23 - Feb 2, 2013
Five-Star Riviera | Offer #1300303

14 nights, Mar 4 - 18, 2013
Five-Star Riviera | Offer #1300307

EXCLUSIVE
FREE Gratuities
& $100 onboard
credit*

2,000 off 2-for-1 fares & FREE air*

$

Grand Panama Canal

20 nights, May 6 - 26, 2013
Five-Star Marina | Offer #1300417

EXCLUSIVE
FREE Gratuities
& $100 onboard
credit*

EXCLUSIVE
FREE Gratuities
& $100 onboard
credit*

5,100 off 2-for-1 fares & FREE air*

3,000 off 2-for-1 fares & FREE air*

$

$

B3 - Veranda
Stateroom

A4 - Concierge
Stateroom

PH2 - Penthouse
Stateroom

B4 - Veranda
Stateroom

A4 - Concierge
Stateroom

PH3 - Penthouse
Stateroom

B4 - Veranda
Stateroom

A4 - Concierge
Stateroom

PH3 - Penthouse
Stateroom

1st guest Was $8,394
$
Now 6,394
2nd guest FREE

1st guest Was $8,994
$
Now 6,994
2nd guest FREE

1st guest Was $11,594
$
Now 9,594
2nd guest FREE

1st guest Was $12,244
$
Now 9,244
2nd guest FREE

1st guest Was $13,044
$
Now 10,044
2nd guest FREE

1st guest Was $15,644
$
Now 12,644
2nd guest FREE

1st guest Was $17,778
$
Now 12,678
2nd guest FREE

1st guest Was $18,778
$
Now 13,678
2nd guest FREE

1st guest Was $22,378
$
Now 17,278
2nd guest FREE

P O I N T S O F D I S T I N C T I O N • Elegant mid-size ships featuring large-ship amenities • Free and unlimited soft drinks and bottled water througout the ship
Country club-casual ambiance; tuxedos & gowns are never required • Finest cuisine at sea, served in up to six open-seating restaurants; all at no additional charge
Gourmet culinary program created by world-renowned Master Chef Jacques Pépin • Canyon Ranch SpaClub® • Best value in luxury cruising

Graybar Building - New York
420 Lexington Ave, Suite 1603
pisabrothers.com

800.729.7472
mgr@pisabrothers.com

*Value of shipboard credit, where applicable, is per stateroom. All advertised fares and offers shown are per person based on double occupancy unless otherwise indicated, are subject to availability at time of booking, may not be combinable with other offers, are capacity controlled and may be withdrawn without prior notice or remain
in effect after the expiration date. All fares listed are in U.S. dollars, per person, based on double occupancy and include Non-Commissionable Fares. Cruise-related government fees and taxes of up to $19.50 per guest per day are included. Single rates and rates for 3rd and 4th guests are available upon request; call for details. Cruise Ship
Fuel Surcharge may apply for new bookings and, if applicable, is additional revenue to Oceania Cruises. 2 for 1, Early Booking Savings, Back to Back and Special Offer fares are based on published Full Brochure Fares. Full Brochure Fares may not have resulted in actual sales in all cabin categories, may not have been in effect during the last
90 days and do not include Personal Charges and Optional Facilities and Services Fees as defined in the Terms and Conditions of the Guest Ticket Contract which may be viewed at OceaniaCruises.com. Full Brochure Fares are cruise only. “Free Airfare” promotion does not include ground transfers and applies to economy, round-trip flights
only from the following Oceania Cruises Primary Air Gateways: ATL, BOS, CLT, DEN, DFW, EWR, HNL, IAH, IAD, JFK, LAX, MCO, MIA, ORD, PHL, PHX, SAN, SAV, SEA, SFO, TPA, YOW, YUL, YVR, YYC, YYZ. Airfare is available from all other U.S. & Canadian gateways at an additional charge. Any advertised fares that include the “Free Airfare” promotion
include airline fees, surcharges and government taxes. Some airline-imposed personal charges, including but not limited to baggage, priority boarding and special seating, may apply. For details visit exploreflightfees.com. Oceania Cruises reserves the right to correct errors or omissions and to change any and all fares, fees and surcharges
at any time. Additional terms and conditions may apply. Complete Terms and Conditions may be found in the Guest Ticket Contract. Ships’ Registry: Marshall Islands. Pisa Brothers, a Worldview Travel Company, strongly recommends the purchase of travel insurance. We reserve the right to correct errors or omissions.
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